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Four North Saanich community plan proposals
Balanced concept., away from ALR reserves, favoured by council
By BRENDA 
DALGLISH
Four possibilities for 
community development 
were presented to North 
Saanich council at an open 
meeting, Monday.
The community planner, 
hired from the Capital 
Regional Board, presented 
the four plans after several 
months of gathering a 
variety of data about the 
municipality and speaking 
with both residents and 
council members.
The four proposals were:
1) “Business as usual” 
as Kees Van Westen, the 
planner called it. 
Development would 
continue as it has been in 
the past, creating, 20 years 
in the future, a scattered, 
ad-hoc development 
throughout the community. 
It showed a population of 
about 11,000 in 20 years. 
The development would not 
be urban but it would not 
be rural, either, according 
to the planner. With that 
level of population and type
of growth he predicted 
there would be a substantial 
tax increase.
2) This plan severely 
restricted growth in the 
municipality, following the 
regional district plan. It 
required “rigidly rein­
forcing the agricultural land 
reserve areas” and limited 
the population in 20 years 
to 7,000.
This plan called for no 
extensions of services 
except around the Dean 
Park-Experimental Farm 
area which was to be a
heavy growth area. “It 
assumes farming will be 
economic again in the 
future in this area,” said 
the planner and, “provides 
a solid basis for future 
agricultural potential,” It 
would have a low tax load 
for the population.
3) This proposal presents 
sharp distinction between 
urban and rural. There 
would be heavily populated 
villages against a rural 
background. This plan 
showed a population of 
27,500 in 20 years, with
11,000 in the Dean Park 
area, 7,000 in Deep Cove 
and 6,000 in the Ardmore 
area. It would require 
revised subdivision in 
existing residential areas 
and services to the main 
growth areas.
4) This proposal called a 
“balanced concept” by the 
planner was received most 
favourably by all council 
members. It steered 
development away from 
ALR areas but provided 
areas for larger lots and 
hobby farme;rs. Van Westen
said, “Lot size must be 
enlarged as it is proved 
septic tank systems require 
it.” Water was to be 
provided to most people in 
the four main residential 
areas.
It required a moderate 
growth rate of three and 
one-half to four per cent to 
arrive at a population, in 20 
years, of 10,000. It 
provided a stable tax rate 
and kept future possibilities 
open. The planner advised 
limited development in the 
next five years to catch up 
and little new subdivision
past the boundaries of the 
existing growth areas until 
these areas filled in 
somewhat.
Although aldermen only 
received the details of four 
plans Monday evening they 
were generally pleased by 
what thev saw.
“It’s an excellent .start,” 
said Aid. GcorgeWest- 
wood. He preferred plan 
four, calling it a “balanced, 
well-pUilined community.” 
He said, on initial 
examination, he would 
prefer a population of
about 2,0(X) more than the 
plan’s proposed 10,0(X).
Aid. Wilf Price said the 
proposals give council a 
new approach and insight 
to tackle the problems with 
by-law 194. “For the last 
few months we’ve just been 
banging our head against 
the wall,” he said.
He tilso said he hoped the 
public would respond to the 
discussion on the com­
munity plan scheduled for 
sometime towards the end 
of May or beginning of 
June. “The people in 
favour of 194 don’t show
up,” he said.
Aid. John Lapham 
wanted more time to look at 
the details but he thought 
many of the approaches 
used were positive.
“I thought plan four was 
excellent although there 
were certain points I had 
minor reservations about,” 
said North Saanich Mayor 
Paul Grieve.
“There’s a strong sense 
of containing residential 
areas that 1 approve of,” 
said the mayor “and a long 
term preservation of the 
core.”
; Motorcycles t© North] 
iresldent wants peace]
Send the noisy motorcycles to the North end of 
town “where they are comparatively peaceful,” 
that’s what Sidney resident Arthur Moorhouse 
wants.
In a letter read to council Monday night 
Moorhouse, 2326 Orchard Avenue, protested against 
the use of land at the western end of Orchard Avenue 
as a motorcycle track.
“This end of Orchard is already the noisiest place 
in Sidney, being right in the flight path, close 
proximity to the main road, municipal yards and 
sometraffic back and forth from it.”
Moorhouse pleaded that the “dog pounds and 
playgrounds ad nauseam with their announcements 
and honkey-tonk turned up to full volume on the 
amplifier,” were getting to be a bit much.
The writer concluded that noisy motorcycles 
should be in the north part of town because all the 
noise should not be concentrated in “this small 
area,”
Mayor Dick Leigh addressed himself to the 
problem stating that the track was built for bicycles 
and not motorbikes in the first place and that, “as 
far as 1 can see its never been used.”
“ll doesn’t appear to be a problem at the 
moment,” he said.
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis moved that a letter be sent to 
Moorhouse explaining the track is for bicycles only 
and that “the police chief assures us there will be no 
difficulty enforcing it.”
Board approves *15,000 
for cnrriculnin co-ordinator
Expenditure to re-sort curriculum 
content and school organization
THIS FELLOW WAS A FAVORITE of 
children at the Arts and Crafts show held last 
weekend at Sanscha Hall, The show was very
popular and many of the local artists sold all 
of their pieces on display. Shown here is 
Wendy Wiggins, a visitor from Vancouver.
Sidney budget; 
increase of




finally adopted the 
1977 budget By-law 
593 Monday night and 
the total mill rate 
stands at 96.091 —up 
11.518 mills over last 




An inquc.st may be held 
into the .sudden death 
r-riday, May 6, of Peter 
Ronakl Lamb, aged 19, of 
7946 Galbraith Crescent, 
Saanichton,
Ceiiiral Saaniclt Police 
reporl he was found in liis 
basement bedroom dead 
from a gunshot wound, 
fhere was no suicide note 
nor any signs of foul play. 
He bud liked guns and bad 
been an ardent target 
shooter at 1 leal's Range.
’riic deceased was a part- 
lime employee at the Reddi- 
< bef in Sidney. His family 
ilionglii be was still at work 
during snppertime that
evening. One member just 
inippened to look into bis 
loom afterwards and
discovered the body, li 
In the opinion of the 
medical examiner, the 
y oung man bad been dead 
l or about seven hours.
Using an assessment 
of 10,000 as an 
example of a good 
sized family residence 
on a decent sized piece 
of land this means a 
total increase of about 
$122 for a person 
under 65 and an in­




Logan explained that 
on a house assessed at 
$10,000 the mill rale 
taxes less the home 
owner grant for a 
person under 65 will be 
$697 including the 
water tax compared 
with $575 last year.
For residents over 
65 this year’s tax will 
be $547 including the 
water tax compared 
with $475 last year,
Logan stressed that 
these figures “are ju.st 
related to the mill rate 
and don’t include local 
improvement charges, 




Speaking for Lisbon 
Holdings, Mr. Dave 
Thomson, 7034 Tamarin, 
requested Central Saanich 
council reconsider re­
zoning some 264 acres of 
property on the slopes of 
Ml. Newton above St. 
Stephen’s Church from the 
current RE-1, 10 acre
minimum, to RE-2, two 
acre minimum.
The properties in 
question were only recently 
subdivided in accordance 
with the community plan 
into 10 acre lots. According 
to Thomson, these lots are 
not selling, potential buyers 
desiring smaller properties 
instead. He suggested the 
smaller lot sizes would be a 
bettor land use. 
Topography, however, 
would necessitate a range of 
lot size,s from 2 to 5 acres,
Alderman Frank Waring 
was quite receptive to the 
proposal but be requested 
more specific details as to 
road patterns and servicing 
costs. Me said 10 acre lots 
area waste (bland.
AldiTinan George 
M a c !• a r 1 a n e a p p e a r e d 
btvstile. He told Thomp.son 
the present sub-division bad 
been proceeded with against 
the advice of council and be 
did not feel it was in­
cumbent upon council to 
“bail him out” if he 
(Thomson) had made a 
poor business decision.
Mayor Jean Butler did
not think a decision should 
be made until the full 
committee was present. 
Aid. Lamont and Tabor 
being ab.scnt.
It was agreed that more 
information would be 
presented to a later meeting, 





Beaufort, reported his boat 
and motor stolen the 
evening of April 30, from 
(ho government wharf in
taxc.s.
The zoning & sub­
division committee of 
Central Saanich council 
spent an, hour Monday 
evening exchanging by-law, 
council resolutions, and 
paragraph numbers among 
themselves for no o.stensible
reason. In retrospect, it 
would appear that the 
development officer. Gay 
Wheeler, merely wanted a 
ruling as to whether to 
process applications for 
sub-division in a certain 
area or whether council .still 
preferred to hold it in 
limbo.
The area involved is 
Greig Avemie, running in 




communiiy plan included 
one area of R-1 property, 
8,400 square foot 
minimum, within an en­
clave of RE-2, (WO acre 
minimum, properties. The 
R-1 can be sewered, the RE- 
2 can't. The owners of (he 
R-1 properties want to 
subdivide them, the owners 
of the RE-2 properties 
object. They wish to 
preserve their present state 
of seclusion.
'fhere arc four sttb- 
dividers and 85 objectors. 
But, except for a few 
lechuicalitics, the sub-
dividers do seem to be in a 
better legal position.
In a petition to council, 
(he objectors wish to effect 
a compromise. While 
recognizing that some sub­
division oughi to be per­
mitted, in view of current 
zoning, they suggest half
instead of fifth acre lot 
sizes. Council, however, 
does not like this suggestion 
because to implement it, a 
new special zoning category 
would have to be created. 
J'here is nothing between 
five houses per acre and one 
house per two acres.
Flat water rate
may benefit some
A Hat charge ()f $17 will be made against each J] 
parcel of land in .Sidney this year to help raise 
revenue for the water utility, according to municipid 
administi'iitor Geoff l.ogan.
C’oimcil Monday night adopted Water Parcel Rate 
bylaw .594 which will take the place of a one mill levy 
tax which was raised by the Sidney Water Works in 
previous years. Tliis previous lax amounted io nine ? 
d(rllars,
1 lie inciease ol eiglii dollars was insiigiiled to meet 
Regional District leipiiiemenis to pay for ii per­
manent water supply, said l.ogan,
A positive feature of the nesv lax is that, while it 
means an actual increase of eight drtllias, some 
residents will benefit Irom the fact that (he billing 
will be included with (he taxes ralhei llian coming 
separately with the water hill as in past years.
The administrator explained this means the tax can 
be paid out of the home owner grtmt in those cases 
where a resident does not use (he entire amount to 
pay their house taxes iilone.
“Some benetil will be derived in some cases,” he 
said, adding that he dtres not know exactly how 
rmmy homes I his may effect,
By JIM RODGERS
Saanich board of school 
trustees approved a $t5,(X)0 
expenditure Monday night 
to develop and re-sort 
curriculum content in 
district number 63.
The proposal, by district 
superintendent of schools 
E.E. Lewis, is to use the 
funds to employ a 
curriculum co-ordinator 
and for committee work on 
curriculum organization.
The idea is to be ready 
once the “core curriculum” 
is defined as Saanich 
schools will then have to 
rearrange current school 
o r ga niza tio n a n d 
curriculum.
Lewis explained that the 
job of the .school di.strict 
isn’t to define core content 
but to arrange the content 
fortcaching.
The district will have to 
determine the degree of 
mastery for each student 
according to subject matter.
The rearranging process 
also involves devising a new 
system oL. reporting a 
child’s progress to parents. 
One suggestion is to report 
the level of mastery in key 
areas to parents and to stay 
away from percentages, 
ranking and letter grades, 
the prior method of 
reporting.
The co-ordinator and 
staff committees will be 
responsible for aligning the 
ideas and resource materials 
which come out of the 
provincial education 
ministry’s core program to 
a school or district plan.
RAPE RELIEF
.School trustees also gave 
approval to distribution of 
rape aw'aicness literniure to 
senior .secondary studenis 
and to inarrporiite lire 
mater lit I into the ap 
propriate part of the .schoo 
curriculum.
The mtiicrials, prepared 
by (he Victoria Rape Relief 
Centre, foetts on I lie myths 
and tealilies of rape, self- 
defence, what to do and 
where to gcr if a rape occurs,
The materials have been 
read and tipproved by law 
en for cement o f ficers, 
lawyers, registered mir.ses 
and church groups.
Trustees urged that the 
rape literature be used as 
resource material in a 
Guidance course.
WALKATHON
The board also carried n 
motion allowing .Sidney
Knights of Pythias, a 
fraternal order which 
annually donates $2,000 to 
community charitable 
causes to approach district 
63 principals with 
walkathon entry forms.
Wilf Hetman, walkathon 
organizer, said the Knights 
of Pythias w'ere approached 
by Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital to help purchase 
an ambulift which is 
equipment designed to 
relieve nurses of the heavy 
and potentially dangerous 
job of physically lifting 
patients.
Hetman said he will 
distribute entry forms to 
principals.of district schools 
and it will be up to students 
to volunteer for the seven 
mile walkathon, scheduled 
May 22.
The cost of the ambulist, 
with attachments, w'ill be 
well over $2,000, said 
Hetman.
COOK TRAINING
Further, the board 
considered a recom­
mendation from school 
superintendent Lewis to 
institute a cook training 
course at Stclly’s school 
next year, and approved the 
“pre-career” program to be 
conducted in conjunction 
with Camosun College.
The program will have 
space for about 35 students 
and will lead to a 
graduation certificate.
Board chairman Gerry 
Kristianson said he has 
talked to people who arc 
very enthusiastic about this 
type of progiam.
“One woman attended a 
similar course at Camosun 
and was working im-
PROMPT ACTION 
QUENCHES FIRE
When Central Saanich 
volunieci firemen arrived at 
Ted Sntilh’s house, 7629 
Blossom Park IMuce at 6:,30 
last Tuesday Tnorning, the 
fire was almost out.
A faulty baseboard 
electrical heater is blamed 
for setting fire to drapes in 
the living room. .Smoke 
filled the hotise very 
(|uickly, so it is fortunate 
that Smith and his neigh­
bours sue early! risers. One 
of (hem arrived on the scene 
with a hand fire ex­
tinguisher and had the blaze 
under conirol as the 
firemen were on the way.
mediately upor
graduation,” he said anc 
she says the opportunities ii 
the field are wide open. Thi 
field has been traditional!; 
male dominated and hotel 
are attempting to rectify tlr 




Other business include! 
trustees giving support h 
the board administratioi 
insisting that pupils in th 
Stelly’s school attendanc: 
area attend that schoc 
unless parents reques 
otherwise in writing and th 
request is based on a gOo 
educational reason.
The difficulty this motio 
is to remedy is the situatio 
of some grade ten student 
currently a 11 e n d i n 
Claremont or Parklan 
school who have shown n 
indication they will be goin 
to Stclly’s next year. “1 
this were to persist, it woul 
result in Claremont bein 
crowded and understaffe 
and Stelly’s lacking tl 
number in grade 11 to off( 
the best programs,” Lew 
.said.
Lewis said a “goc 
educational reason” woul 
be that a certain course 
student has enrolled in or 
intere.stcd in is on 
tivailable at Parkland ( 
Claremont. “In this ca 
the student in the Stelly 
attendance area would 1 
allowed to attend the scho 
where the special cour.se 
offered,” he said,
ALARMS
Trustees also carried 
motion of the board pi 
sonnel committee to hire i 
electronics technician 
install and maintain burgi 
and fire tilarms in disir 
schools.
“This position w 
created as a step in our an 
vandalism program, 
Kristiiinson saiti.
ITirther, the board plac 
on a ruiure agenda Icili 
from Sidney and Not 
Saanich councils inviti 
mcinbcis of the board 
iru.stees to attend recreati 
commission meetings vvi 
voice but no vote. 
Trustees had earli 
requested permi.ssion 
have a voting represcniati 
(in the commis.sion.
"he board decided
wail to reply to the le
until all trustees 
present at a meeting.
h Family Room Full o( Furniture In the
GUSTOii
SilBllllii








Elegant design and a rich inlaid look combine to make ^ 
Custom Solarian the perfect floor for any room, It's the % 
newest decoralor floor from Armstrong, and like all 'F 
Solarian floors it sltines,,, wiliiout waxing or buffing,.,
'at lonyui ihan oidinaiy vinyl floois.
OR WIN ONE OF 57 OTHER PRIZES. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!









liy harder. In ortfar 
fo iofv« you iioffer"
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Police special 
peninsula bound
Sidney and North 
Saanich RCMP will soon be 
patrolling peninsula roads 
[n a “police special”, a 
compact police vehicle 
produced by manufac­
turers, as the entire federal 
police force gradually 
moves towards smaller 
patrol vehicles.
-I The compacts and 
intermediate sized cars are 
the vehicle of the future as 
it is likely auto manufac­
turers will discontinue full 
size automobile production 
lines, said Corporal Brian 
Copp, RCMP transport 
division head for Van­
couver Island.
; 1 Copp said the force has 
decided to reduce its fleet 
physical size by 25% in 
using the smaller vehicles. .
The force has picked up 
on “police specials” which 









The first compact 
Vancouver Island 
currently stationed at 
Victoria International 
Airport RCMP detach­
ment. Copp said the vehicle 
was originally planned for 
Vernon but because the 
wrong size engine was 
outfitted in the vehicle it 
isn’t a proper “police 
special” and was sent to the 
airport.
Sergeant Dalziel, of the 
airport RCMP detachment 
says the vehilce has per­
formed well for the month 
it has been in service. “It’s 
dandy for the type of work 
we do and is definitely 
cheaper to operate,” he 
said.
The vehicle is used 
mainly for transportation
by the airport detachment 
and also for their patrols of 
the perimeter of the airport.
Copp said six of the 
$5,000 compact cars are 
headed for Vancouver 
Island destinations and will 
be tested in municipal 
setting for durability. “The 
smaller cars are ad­
vantageous in a municipal 
setting due to their 
manoeuverability but we 
still use only full size cars in 
rural areas as the extra size 
is essential,” he said.
DURABILITY
Copp explained that 
compacts were tested in 
1975 and lower gasoline 
expenses resulted. The plan 
is to test compacts for 
durability by using them for 
the life-time of the vehicle, 
as the 1975 test was for six 
months only.
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Wed.-Sun.
Smorgasbord Dinner Wed. Evening Only
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
The peninsula detach­
ment is scheduled to get 
their new compact soon and 
Sergeant Alan Tomlins says 
it’s all a big cuffuffle over 
nothing. “It’s just another 
working police car and is 
no big deal,” he com­
mented.
Tomlins said he received 
no firm delivery date ad­
ding the compacts hadn’t 
previously been tested in 
this area. “Their gasoline 
comsumption advantages 
are obvious but we still have 
to determine their 
durability,” he said.
Asked whether any 
problems are anticipated 
with the new small cars 
Tomlins said it would be 
pointless making a 
judgement on the cars 
before they had been tested. 
“We have to get it and use 
it before finding out what 
the problems are,” he said.
SeagpranrfsHve Star.
Canadalii favourite tivc-year^old rye whisky. 
Sc^Seagmm^andlmstm*
The Bird Lady of James White Bivd, i
By BRENDA 
DALGLISH
Johanna Coward has a 
way with birds, but when a 
group of children arrived at 
her door a few years ago 
and said, “We found this 
little dead bird and we 
wondered if there was 
anything you could do?” 
even she could not help.
Over the years her odd 
collection of birds has been 
frequently added to by 
people who found young 
birds out of their nests, who 
can no longer keep their pet 
birds, who wanted to add to 
her assortment, or, as in 
one case, whose bird went 
bald and they no longer 
wanted it.
She started with what she 
thought was a leghorn hen, 
named Heckle Speckle 
Johnson, found by her 
youngest son. Heckle 
Speckle turned out to have 
a considerable crow in the 
mornings and, in fact, was 
a rooster.
That slight error never 
deterred her. Since that 
time she has reared 
swallows, a robin, canaries 
and a sparrow. The 
sparrow, which stayed with 
her five years, was one of 
two saved from a nest 
knocked out of a tree by a 
cat. The bird was always 
afraid to go outside, hiding 
in her hair if she carried it 
out on her shoulder.
SWALLOWS 
NOT EASY
She left the bird with her 
husband and son while she 
was away visiting for a few 
days. The bird would not 
eat while she was gone and 
before she could return, it 
died. She said her favorite 
type of bird is the sparrow.
Raising a nestful of four 
swallows was no easy 
matter, either. A friend 
found and brought them to 
her. She was wary of ac­
cepting them because she 
had just read how difficult 
they were to keep alive. The 
article told about a woman 
who had raised just about 
every kind of bird, except 
swallows. Apparently 
swallows require the small 
bones found in insects to 
help digest their foods. This 
meant dozens of insects 
had to be collected and fed 
to the four hungry babies. 
She managed this by 
enlisting her family’s help 
for insect catching and 
alternately feeding the birds 
insects and tiny chunks of 
beef.
Finally when they were 
old enough she had to perch 
them on her arm and toss 
them off to get them to fly.
The swallows, like so 
many of the birds she 
releases returned to the 
house for some time, 
looking in the windows and 
arriving at feeding time.
“You can’t tame a wild
jird by caging it,” she 
said, “If you pen them up 
they stay wild.” She usually 
eaves the cage door open 
and often even the kitchen 
window. The sight of a 
crow she raised returning in 
that manner has surprised 
more than one passerby. 
Contrary to. popular belief, 
she said, crows prefer toast 
and marmalade to corn. 
CANARIES
When one of her birds 
gets sick she finds there is 
little she can do. She was 
very worried the first time 
one became ill and called a 
veterinarian. “Vets” are 
not trained to work with 
birds and could give her 
very little help. Now when a 
bird looks sick, she brings it 
in the house, puts it in a 
cage over a heating pad and 
prays, she said.
At the moment, she is 
raising canaries. She has an 
outdoor aviary with over 50 
canaries and two African 
weavers in it. The aviary is 
partitioned into several 
sections, separated roosting 
areas with nesting boxes 
and living trees in them and 
a long walkway/flyway to 
all the sections.
It is open on two sides 
plus the top, covered with 
double wire. The aviary is a 
gathering place for cats and 
hawks. Even with these 
precautions a rat killed 
several birds one night last 
winter when they were shut 
in a completely enclosed 
section of the aviary. A 
single hawk will sit 
motionless on the top 
waiting for hours for a 
canary to fly too near. 
Occasionally it gets one.
Other birds are also 
attracted to the yard, 
Johanna said it is always 




Spring is nesting time 
for the canaries who have 
several nests in a year. They 
would lay eggs all year 
round if they were not 
separated, according to 
Johanna. “There’s no such 
bird as the canary in 
nature,” she' said, “they’re 
really a man-made bird.” 
For that reason she thinks 
they do not have the proper 
instincts. They are crosses 
between gold finches and 
various types of siskins. She 
said they would nest 
continuously if they were 
allowed, eventually dying 
from the strain, but most of 
them are not good parents, 
leaving the young birds or 
even stepping on them. The 
greenish coloured canaries 
are the tyoe closest to birds 
found naturally and she 
claims they are the best 
parents.
At the moment she is 
interested in canaries 
becau.se she is interested in 
breeding and they arc ideal 
for that purpose. She has
green, lemon yellow, white, 
cinnamon, blue and ones 
called red but which appear 
orange, coloured birds. She 
is particularly fond of the 
so-called blue which appear 
grey-brown and are ob- 
mined by crossing a white 
and a green.
As a result of these 
breeding experiments her 
collection of birds is always 
growing yet she refuses to 
sell any of them. “I can’t 
bear to think of them going 
to a home where they aren’t 
cared for,” she said. While 
she never sells them she will 
give them away oc­
casionally, particularly to 
elderly people, on a fixed 
income, who might not be 
able to afford them from a 
pet store. “The only trouble 




A well cared for male 
bird will live five or six 
years indoors and even 
longer out of doors where 
they can enjoy the sun. 
“They’re much healthier if 
they can be in the sun”, she
said, “They’ll sit with their 
wings spread out and their 
heads thrown back just 
soaking it up.”
The birds, in one week, 
eat three loaves of squirrelly 
bread, which is filled with.
seeds; one and a half dozen 
eggs; several carrots; along 
with bird seed, rape seed 
and if she can get it a 
particular weed they are 
fond of.
In the future, Johanna
would like to get a falcon. 
They are an endangered 
species and to keep one 
without a permit is illegal. 
Who knows, someday^ 
someone may arrive at her 
door with one.
The management and staff of Block 
Bros. Realty take special pride in an­
nouncing the outstanding success of Ted 
Phillips during the month of April.
Ted’s achievements are a direct result 
of his hard work on behalf of his clients.
Call Ted now for thoroughly 
professional advice and service; a real 
must in today’s market place.







Saanich Peninsula Water 
Board has approved a 
$21,0(X) ex pend it u re for 
construction of an electrical 
equipment housing building 
located adjacent to the 
Sidney sewage plant.
Board ciiairman Jim 
Cummiiig said the building 
will house meters used to 
monitor tlie water levels of 
rc.servoirs as well as the 
pressures and levels of 
water lines.
The building will be 
located next to the treat­
ment plant for ilie con­
venience of employees who 
will monitor the system and 
work at the plant, Itesaid,
C^apital regional district 
chief engineer Norman 
Howard asked for the 
expenditure at the board
meeting May .1 and 
although approved, the 
dimensions of the building 
haven’t been finalized.
luirthcr discussion at the 
meeting centred around 
regional district plans to 
take over control of a 
pipeline running from Elk 
lake to the northern 
peninsula dnd currently 
under the iiuspices of the 
federal government and 
Central Saanich.
A special meeting at 
Sidney town hall is 
.scheduled this week to deal 
with tite proposal which will 
facilitate providing a 
temporary water supply to 
the peninsula before 
nliimatc hook-up to the 
Sooke Lake reserve.
3 MILEAGE MAKERS
’76 TOYOTA, 2700 miles 
’73 FIAT, 39000 miles 
’72 CORTINA, 20000 miles
Avdilabb at
IIWIP»0«TJS L.TO.







Now you can enjoy delicious outdoor cooking all 
Summer long. The entire unit is collapsible. 
plated legs. 18" diameter. 27" high. This barbecue










Take your pick from a 
variety of garden seeds, 
value priced.'
19 oz, package of 
Coleman Fire Starter 
cubes. For quick, easy 
starts. Reg. .99
Tliis oscillating sprinkler 
covers up to 2,200 sq. 




for 29* ,77 6^^ 69
PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURSDAY, MAY 12 TO SATURDAY, MAY 14.
MACLEODS
OVER 292 STORES SERVING THE WEST.
l ocation: 2488 Beacon,.Sidney,












Plfin ?A sfivings cnicuintos 
inlorost on your minimum daily 
balanco. Just as suro as thoro 
aro ?A houra in a day, Plan 24 
menno intcroat on evory dollar 
for ovary day it’s on deposit, And 
bofil of all, Ihore’s no minimum 
balance required!
• No minimum balance tet^uired
• Inierost calculated on your 
' minimum daily balanco
Shop around and you'll find out 
why Plan 24 was the beat 
savirtQa plan niound when it 
Btaried nine years ago, And why 
it's atm the boat savings plan 
today!
• Compoitlive rale ot intorwf.t
• Withdrawals ul any tirno wllhout 
chargo
• Automatic iransfors to your 
cliuquing acooutii




MKiys. prmm K 
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Canned music alternative to live performances
Frustrated musician entertains with electronic sound
By JIM 
RODGERS
Denny Gibbs is a 
I'riistrated musician who 
loves to entertain and like 
old time band leaders who 
conduct because they can’t 
play well, Denny supplies 
recorded sounds and 
communicates with his
paaasauMgag
audience with the 
professional aplomb of 
Glen Miller.
“When 1 was younger, 
other people were always 
tinkering with cars yet my 
interests were focused on 
tape recorders and 
stereophonies,” said the 34 
year old owner and
MKDIUM QUALITY
GROUND BEEF
MAPLE LEAF SOLD BY THE
BOLOGNA imeceonly ib.
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FOR SERVICE a QUALITY 
Where meats are a specialty, 
not a sideline
Local Butchers
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
originator of Denny’s 
Canned Music, and the 
whole thing got off the 
ground after doing my first 
$7.50 gig for Sidney 
Volunteer Fire Department 
in 1963.
Denny w'as a member of 
the volunteer department 
back then and has been a 
resident of the Patricia Bay 
area since 1961. “I’ve done 
every dance the volunteers 
have had since,” he said, 
yet his prices have risen 
since the first engagement 
when the $7.50 went strictly 




Denny’s father was a 
music co-ordinator in 
Bermuda and big-band 
musician when he was 
growing up and his brother 
has been active with Naden 
band for the past 16 years.
“1 can play a few in­
struments but nothing very 
well,” he commented, but 1 
enjoy entertaining people.
The music background 
and his showbiz nature 
combined to form what is a 
highly sophisticated and 
professional alternative to 
live band performances. 
“When trying to replace a 
live performance you can 
only do it with a quality 
sound which isn’t possible 
by just setting up a home 
stereo outfit and playing 
some records,” Denny 
e.vplained.
“We have 14 disc jockeys 
working for us with our 
mobile units and to work at 
our regular club dates,” he 
continued and they are all 
trained by a professional 
disc jockey and are all 
competent enough to be on 
commercial radio.
Currently, Denny’s 
Canned Music is catering to 
6,000 people each week-end 
excluding regular club 
dates. The back-bone of the 
business is the weddings, 
local dances and house- 
parties where we send our 
mobile units, he explained. 
APPRENTICESHIP 
Business wasn’t always 
booming though and Denny 
went' through a butcher’s 
apprenticeship and worked 
dr a supermarket for six 
years during the sixties 
while perfecting his then 
hobby of entertaining folks 
with canned music.
Finally, the dates were 
tlowing in quite regularly 
and Denny turned to getting 
up at 4 a.m. to deliver milk 
dr a local distributer in 
order to finish early enough 
to be at his engagements by 
6 p.m. “I was charging $50 
a night in those days,” he 
said.
The break from part-time 
to full time music came in 
April 1974 when Denny was 
asked to be a music co­
ordinator of a Victoria 
cabaret. “1 quit after only 
three days,” said Denny, as 
the owners wanted httrd- 
rock tmisic exclusively while 
Dcitny preferred to 
program tlte nutsic to the 
clictttele in the club at the 
tittle.
FLEXIBILITY
This flexibility and 
playing music people want 
to hear and not pre­
arranging an evening’s 
music before the tastes of 
his audience are determined 
is the secret of his success. ' 
“Before 1 met Larry 
Forbes of the Forbes 
Brothers, 1 would approach 
an engagement as if 1 were 
the audience but Larry 
taught me how to play 
music for and cater to the. 
group I’m supposed to be 
entertaining,” he said.
“You can’t just set up 
your $7,000 sound system 
and play music you want to 
hear, you have to be 
prepared to play anything 
from top 40 hits to the Blue 
Danube Waltz in order to 
please your audience,” he 
continued.
You pick the night in­
dividually and employ disc 
.jockeys who arc friendly 
and mix well with the 
crowd, Denny explained.
FONZIE’S
The formula worked and 
Denny’s now entertains 
regularly in a Victoria disco 
as w'ell as taking over for 
live bands on vacation and 
carrying on their mobile 
unit functions.
The service is available 
throughout B.C. and 
canned music plays about 
40 dales each year in 
Vancouver and have done 
number of jobs as far south 
as Los Angeles. “The
demand for disco sound has 
really helped us boom,” 
.said Denny.
He contends that even 
after the disco beat fades, 
automated music will 
continue to boom. “It’s the 
thing of the future as people 
can no longer afford to hire 
live bands,” he said. The 
only reason we would lose 
popularity is if we didn’t 
keep up with changes in 
audio technology, he ex­
plained.
Denny is trying to get a 
local Disco called Fonzie’s 
Place going. “We will 
specialize in the music of 
the ‘50’s and ‘60’s and want 
to cater to the 20 to 40 age 
group and local clientele, he 
.said.
“We hope people will 
come drc.ssed in ‘50’s 
costumes as we plan to 
feature twist and hula-hoop 
contests,” he continued. 
We want to provide good 
entertainment with happy, 
personalized service at 
reasonable prices, he said.
“Our service doesn’t 
really hurt any professional. 
musicians,” he said, it only 
interferes with the part- 
timers who come home 
from work, blow the dust 
off their guitars and try to 
do a professional job.
As one musician said at a 
recent union meeting, 
“Denny came up with a 
unique idea and he makes a 
living at it, so why knock 
it?”
Family Activities
“Today’s Family” is the 
topic of a panel discussion 
to be held from 7 to 8 p.m. 
on Channel 10, May 12. 
Panel members are Dr. 
Larry Armaker,
psychologist. Chief Phillip 
Paul, counsellor, Barbara 
Whittington, Saanich social 
worker, Kay Wyckham 
parenting course teacher 
and Barry Wyckham, 
program s u per visor, 
Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association.
The second in a series of 
child raising films is to be 
held May 12, from 9:30 to 
11 a.m. in St. Paul’s United 
Church. The films to be 
presented^ are: The
I'nistrating 4’s and 
Fascinating 5’s, .lenny is a 
Good Thing - On Nutrition 
and Child Behavior Equals 
You.
Babysitting and refresh­




A new parenting course is 
beginning. May 10, ba.scd 
on Children the Challenge. 
Anyone wishing more 
information could contact 
Leslie Pike at 656-4334.
BILL’S WINDOW CLEANING SERVICE
Residential • Commercial • Industrial 
752 ARDMORE DR. R.R. //2. SIDNEY, B.C.
Please Phone 656-1290
nmol
Shirley, Bill & KHs 
invite you to our
Wih Aaniversaiy 
Celebrations
MAY 13 & Mth
LOOK FOR OUR ANNIVERSARY 
SPECIALS & Put Your Name in 
for a DOOR PRIZE
We appreciate the patronage of our 




and GARDEN SHOP W








WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICB EFFEOIVE: THURS., FRI., SAT. & SUB., MAY 12, 13,14 S. 15
Pork Chops Sausage Sticks




A bike hike leaving 
Sanscha Hall at 1 p.m. 
Sunday and a companion 
one leaving Deep Cove 
School at the same time will 
tour their local areas then 
join up at Mac Donald Park 
and continue to the end 





A family picnic at 
Centennial F^ark for Central 
Saanich residents is planned 
for the same day. Races, 
square dancing, ridc.s on the 
fire truck and a .softball 
game between the Brent­
wood youth group and 
Royal Bank employcss are 
just a few of the things 
planned for the picnic. The 
Lion's Club and the Central 
Saanich r e c r c a t i o n 
department are sponsoring 
the event. The Lion’s food 
concession w ill be operati 
and free hot dogs will 
available. Prizes will 
aw'arded for the b 
decorated kite, bicycle o 
I'or the oldest and youngest 
famly member attem 
the picnic. It is sched 
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Ip Ark WEST BEST1 1 * 14 OZ.
3/89^
Apricot Halves







1 1 FRANCO AMERICAN 14 oz.
3/99*
Red Kidney
Beans heinz u oz.
2/69^
Pineapple
GOLD REEF 14 02.
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Exercise Restraint;
Remember Community Needs
Central Saanich finance committee chairman 
Frank Waring presented to committee of the 
whole what he termed “an excellent budget” 
two weeks ago. He remarked that this is the year 
to exercise restraint as the economy isn’t 
healthy.
The budget was approved by Central Saanich 
council last week and the increase in mill rate 
was held to a minimal three percent over the 
1976 budget.
Considering the increase of 30 per cent which 
occurred during the 1974 and 1975 fiscal years, 
council was conscientious in keeping increases to 
a minimum.
Although the mill rate is up 48 per cent since 
1972, council has done its part in attempting to 
pare down government spendings which fuels 
the fires of inflation.
/ Saanich school board chairman Gerry 
Kristianson said the board, in approving a 1.47 
per cent mill rate increase in the school levy, was
■ caught up in the same inflationary spiral as the 
rest of the country.
Trustee Jack Armstrong called the increase 
“horrendous” noting the school levy has in­
creased 250 per cent over five years.
: ; Yet the majority of the increase this year.is 
due to the capital costs of constructing the 
Stelly’s Road secondary school, 
j We believe the board has done an excellent 
; job in keeping increases to less than two percent 
in comparison to 250 per cent.
/ Likewise, the councillors of North Saanich . 
/ deserve a “well done” in holding the mill in- 
/ crease to three and one-half over the 1976 fiscal 
/'Year.,:
; ■ It originally estimated that the increase 
; would be six mills due to added expenditures
■ development of the new recreation 
facility located near Dean Park which will open
phis^summer./-
; North Saanich deadened the blovv of the 
costs by drawing on municipal 
5 reserves built up through savings over the years 
“Id due to minimal amount of physical works 
/ Undertakenby North Saanich in 1976. 
t ’ ^ho receives grants from the
[federal government in lieu of taxes for use of 
property where the airport and oceanographic 
institute are located. This year it is expected the 
“imicipality will get an increase of $10,000 from 
Tthc federal government due to increased 
[assessment on the oceanographic institute 
[caused by more building on the premises.
[ The dark horse of the year in terms of fiscal 
Ycstraint is Sidney town council which has the 
task ol justifying a potential 25 per cent tax 
increase to ratepayers.
: The consensus of aldermen is they don’t like 
the idea of spending so much money yet the 
i increase is going mainly towards the cost of the 
recreation complex resoundingly approved by 
itttepayers in referendum.
.Sidney council arc doing their best to keep 
[taxes down yet as Alderman Ross Martin 
commented during bvidgct debate, “Weareju.st 
catching up with costs other municipalities met 
; years ago,”
i Yet Sidney council is caught in a bind. The 
vtnill rate may rise by as much as 10 and coun- 
pcillors are again asked to lend their support to 
/community groups such as STAG and Sanscha 
Hall community centre.
;rhe fine line between pleasing ratepayers and 
community groups is a precise comprami.se and 
compromise is what councillors did at last 
week’s meeting in reallocating $5,000 to a 
previously defunct town grant fund opening the 
wuy I’or STAG to reapply for financing, 
■previously refused by council,
While the goal of fiscal re.sponsibility is the 
k’ivic duty of any elected official, the needs of 
people deserve cquar weight. It .seems to us that 
i$5,000, although adding to the taxpayer’s 
burden, is a fair compromise even in the tiglitcst
limes.
THE TIDE GUIDE
tirought to you titrough tlie courtuvsy of
Jbdb whiiU man
65M21
now arvd used • sail and power •
10431 kesdmven 
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Cellist Gary Russell of 
9180 West Saanich Road 
and violinist Susan Pye of 
592 Aboyne Avenue West 
are two of the 50 individual 
performers and four en­
sembles entered in the 1977 
Canadian Music Com­
petitions. The B.C. regional 
eliminations of the 
Competitions will be held at 
the UBC Music Building, 
Vancouver, May 27-30.
Local winners go on to 
the national finals in 
Montreal in June where the 
top performers will win 
scholarships to further their 
music studies.
The Canadian Music 
Competitions is Canada’s 
most prestigious music 
competition. All entrants 
prepare a complete 
program of works and are 
judged by a panel of ad­
judicators against exacting 
international standards. 
Participants in the ad­
vanced section of the 
competitions frequently go 
on to concert careers.
The B.C. Division of the 
Canadian Music Com­
petitions is supported by the 
B.C. Cultural Fund, the 
City of Vancouver, the 
Community Music School, 
the Vancouver Foundation, 
the Koerner Foundation, 
CP Air, and many other 
corporate and individual 
donors.
For more information 
call 683-4002 in Vancouver.
Union Fiasco
The strike that sizzled briefly and was im­
mediately quenched should never have hap­
pened. It was launched with no hope of success, 
and must be labelled as unionism’s supreme 
fiasco.
Much as we deplore industrial work stoppages 
we have learned to suffer them. Procedures in 
dealing with disputes between labour and 
management are statutory and well defined, but 
last week’s strike by the licenced officers of B.C. 
Ferries was not in that category.
It was a deliberate attempt to sever ferry 
CO m m unicat ions between the • Island and 
rriainland because certain grievance:; of the 
senior personnel of the fleet have not been 
answered by management to their satisfaction.
We do not know the specifics of the com­
plaints, nor can we judge whether or not 
management’s response was unbending or high­
handed, as chared by the Union representative, 
but holding the general public ransom in such a 
situation cannot in any way be justified.
Those who remember the strike of nearly 
twenty years ago which ended the Canadian 
Pacific domination of sea communications and 
inaugurated the B.C. Ferries organization, must 
appreciate the chaos inevitable in a breakdown 
of the vital link in the Traps-Canada Highway 
.system. It is an eventuality to be avoided by all 
ways and means.
Far from it to suggest that public service 
employees should not have the right to present 
legitimate claini.s, and to bargain for better 
conditions, but there is a growing conviction 
that the right to strike and thereby bring an 
essential public .service to a standstill should be 
examined and rc-assesscd.
To militant unionists the suggestion that a 
public employee could be prevented by 
legislation from walking off the job would no 
doubt be rejected as reactionary and unjust. But 
times have changed to the extent that there arc 
those employed in essential public services who 
liavc forgotten that dedication and reliability are 





Parks rorcinnii Bob 
Jackson is disgusiud by the 
vandalism of ornamental 
trees on Beacon Avenue, i
Between 2 and 4 p.m. 
Sunday 15 trees between 
Sanselin Hall and Seventb 
Street were either snapped 
off or ripped riglil out of 
the ground, according to 
.lack.son, who e.siiiiuued lire 
diimagc would exceed $300.
Some trees were ns much 
ns to yesuv old iilihouph 
they had only been tran­
splanted to Beacon Avcntie 
three year.s ago.
''In the past ilrrce year.s 
we have replaced almost 
every tree on Bencan, “He 
said, adding thai only four 
months ago anotlier 14 or 
15 trees were damnged and 
had to be taken out,
Jnck.son said he is
about to give up on the 
attractive ornamentals and 
will start planting a thorny, 
less appealing tree on the 
avenue.
The frustrated foreman 
said he does not rcli.sl» the 







Monday night to ask the 
Hisluncal Society to 
operate the local museum. 
Aid, Gib Baal made the 
proposal and council 
members agreed that the 
museum .should operate 
under a similar contract a.s 




We are part of the large 
group of citizens which 
supports the STAG 
organization. We feel 
Sidney council made a 
serious mistake in cutting 
the grant to this group.
While the recreational 
complex being built in 
North Saanich will provide 
many valuable services, one 
vital factor will be missing - 
as for as our young people 
are concerned. The facilities 
at the STAG clubhouse may 
be modest, but most of the 
work has bee done by the 
kids themselves. The feeling 
of pride and ac­
complishment makes their 
efforts worthwhile. They 
also learn the value of co­
operative effort, for a 
common goal.
Surely reasonable people, 
elected to administer the 
town’s affairs, will re­
consider this matter and 
continue the grant to 
STAG. We are pleased to 
have our daughters taking 
part in the STAG 
programs, and will continue 
our support,
Rowcna& Uiid Nunn, 




As I got the mail 
Tluirsday marniiig and 
opened llte Review, I found 
no letter of mine. 1 don’t 
think your readers would 
thank you. Let that pass, 
The stale of comments for 
and against STAG lead one 
to examine the difference 
between “then and now". 
In the days of niy youth 
ilicrc weren't cnougli hours 
to enjoy; and to think of 
assistance froiii our cldcr.s? 
What a caluntiiyl It is nice 
to iliink back and 
remember we took time out 
from our games to see 
flowers in sea.spn: bui- 
lercups, hluebeUs h 
primroses in the woods and 
streams, Little or no 
vandalism. At least ii wa.v 
not approved of. We 
weren’t saints.
At times I thouglti no 
such thing as sainthood. 
Too “poor" in the ettrly 
days to buy a football, we 
had to visit tlte slaugittcr 
Itouse lor a trig’s or a cow’s 
bladder. Being the youngc.st 
of the gang and working for 
initiation I used to hear 
'Blow tins u|) I liuriiley” I 
hadn’t enough “wind'' to 
finislt the job, hut never 
missed a turn, flicker now 
at the thought than I was at 
the lime.
Further' ns to being tlte 
youngest. Most summer 
evenings wc swam or 
played In the canal, Wtien 
gcttiitg dark, making our 
way liome, we liad to pa.ss a 
house recently occupied by
a recluse who had died, and 
must contend with his 
ghost. Who lead the rush? 
With a pat on the back I 
was sent along, with a 
“nothing happened last 
nighF’ What could we have 
done with the wonderful 
Saanich Peninsula? Now it
is all private property.
Perhaps something could 
be said for the Soviet 
Union, where all but 
personal propety is shared 
by all. At any rate, such is 





The Sidney Teen Activity 
Group has not been ex­
cluded from reapplying for 
another grant. Aid. Jerry 
Tregaskis stressed Monday 
night.
Tregaskis moved at last 
week’s special council 
meeting that $5,000 be put 
into the grant fund for no 
specific purpose. At the 
same meeting council 
refu.scd to grant STAG the 
$3,373 it requested.
But Tregaskis em­
phasized Monday night that 
there was nothing in his 
motion to exclude STAG 
from rcapplicaiion at a later 
time.
In a letter to the Editor 
last week STAG leader 
Camille Martin claimed a 
$5,0(X) grant fund was
established “with no 
predetermined distribution, 
except that STAG was not 
to be granted any of the 
money.’’
“If that isn’t hypocrisy, I 
don’t know what is!” she 
charged.
The statements were 
simply not true, according 
to Tregaskis, the fund is 
there to be used and STAG 
may reque.st a share.
FISHING
To help your family 
prepare for the family 
lishing derby beginning 
May 23, a lecture on “How 
to Fish” will be given by 
Jimmy Gilbert in the 
Brentwood Hall at 7:30 
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i 1:15 a.m. Holy
Communion





10364 McDonald Park Rd. 
Pastors - Chas. Barker 







7:00 p.m. Evangelistic, 
Rev. Chas. Barker 









11:00 0.m. Service Worship




9:30 o.m. Service Worship
CENTRAL SAANICH 






7160 East Saanich Rd,
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 




Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH











Guest Preacher: The 
Rev. Hugh Elliott, 




3rd Street, Sidney 
2 Blocks S. of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 
11:15 a.m. Family 
Service and Air Cadets 
Church Parade. 
Newcomers and visitors 






9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
for all ages.
11:00 a.m. “Practice 
Makes Perfect”
7:00 p.m. “Brought 
Out, that God might 
bring us in”
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. “Bible Study 
on Revelations.”












Praise Meeting: Wed. 














11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer and Sunday 
School
Thursday, May 19 
ASCENSION DAY 
It is planned to show the 
Canterbury Cathedral 
restoration film (Prince 
Charles commentator) at 
8:15 p.m. in the hall, 
after the May meeting of 
the Parish Council at 
7:30 p.m. All welcome. 
Refreshments.
Rector














Al.l.AUr* WEI COME 




Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W. Sniinii'li Ruud









9830 - 5lli Street
SUNDAY
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s 
Supper








.lesiis said “I am the 
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Your lU communllv ChapnU, 
lnd«p«niJ*nt fomlly Ownad and 
ConIrollad.SanditInca lf|},
WE CARE 






Spucinllrino In Uilpplna or




we found It i
SIDNEY FOURSQUARE GOSPEL CHURCH
•3925 rU-TII ST., SIDNEY,TEC. '





j Morning Worsihip lltlHl a.m. (Nursery care provided) j 
.SIngK|)iralinn 7:0(1 p.m.
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I me§s€iges are more effective
Guidance Association talks about parenting
LIEUTENANT PETER CHANDLER, son of 
CDR and Mrs. D.A. Chandler, 11354 Chalet 
Road, Sidney, B.C. graduated today from 
Royal Roads Military College. In the graduation 
ceremony he received his Bachelor of Science 
degree, in Physics and Physical Oceanography, 




Sidney Teen Activity 
Group applied to Sanscha 
Hall board of directors for 
a reduction in the S3,900 
yearly rent for the use of 
community facilities and 
the request has been turned 
over to the finance com- 
imittee for further study.
Camille Martin and 
Angie Boutin, STAG 
representatives, approached 
The board Tuesday, May 3 
and asked that the teen 
organization be charged 
only for the utility costs of 
using the facility due to a 
funding cutback from 
Sidney town council.
Martin said the board has 
asked for a presentation 
from STAG outlining 
exactly what members have 
put into the clubhouse in 
the last few years. Boutin is 
preparing the statement 
Jwhich will include details on 
painting, decorating and 
generally making a 
clubroom where none p- 
sreviously existed, 
i “They want to look at 
the yearly budget of STAG 
and review their costs of 
running the facility before a 
decision is made,” Martin 
said.
Former chairman of the 
Iboard of directors, Charles 
^Harvey, said the ironic 
Thing about the entire 
presentation is that Sanscha 
also lost its grant from 
Sidney town council.
“But we have to be 
careful in what we say as 
Sidney still continues to 
waive our property taxes 
he said.
“It’s like the blind 
leading blind as we are 
being asked lo help STAG
yet loosing out town grant 
as well and our 
organization isn’t crying the 
blues.” We’re just going to 
go it on our own, he said.
The proposal will go to 
the finance committee and 
it is likely the group will get 
a reduction but nothing like 
what was asked for, he said.
It’s a question of 
priorities, Harvey said, and 
we have to decide between 
using our funds for 
upgrading the hall to fire 
marshall’s standards an­
d/or lowering our rates to 
groups using the hall.
“If we lower rates we 
would like to do it for all 
groups who use the hall.”
STAG already pays 
reduced rates when using 
the hall and if we give them 
more reductions the same 
advantages should go to all 
users, he said.
Sanscha; director Eric 
Sherwood says the logical 
route would be just to 
charge STAG a- utility fee. 
“There was nothing on the 
premises before STAG 
started using the facility 
and fixed the place up ’
The Sanscha board of 
governors is elected by the 
membership of The bi­
municipal communiiy 
centre and look after the 
financial and policy 
decisions of operating the 
facility.
By KAY WYCKHAM 
DENISE PEARCE 
In a Saanich Peninsqla 
Guidance Association 
course in parenting skills a 
mother asked, “How do 1 
stop nagging and scolding?
My children don’t even 
listen any more. 1 guess I’m 
always saying “Pick up 
your things, stop fighting, 
don’t do that.” 1 can’t be 
much fun to be around.”
Another parent wanted 
to know how she and her 
children could get to know 
each other as people, not 
just as parent and child.
In his book Parent 
Effectiveness Training, 
Thomas Gordon presents 
an important com­
munication skill which has 
helped both of these parents 
and many more. This skill 
which is sending “1- 
messages” instead of 
You-messages” can make 
all the difference when 
speaking to your child, your 
spouse or even an employee 
or friend.
You messages are 
ineffective messages which 
sould like this; You stop 
that. Don’t you ever...? 
Why don’t you... Now look 
what you’ve done.
When you are on the 
receiving end of messages 
like these - it hurts. And 
usually you’re so busy 
ducking and defending 
yourself, you don’t really 
listen to the problem or 
consider changing your 
behavior. And 1 think that’s 
what our children and 
spouses feel too. They 
usually put up a 
smokescreen, run, or stay 
to defend and fight. But 
they’re sure not listening.
And where are you? You 
only wanted them to know 
that something they were 
doing was a real problem 
for you. You didn’t want a
fight, or angry words or a 
sulking child. You only 
wanted them to listen and 
to change what they were 
doing.
How else could you do it? 
This is where “1-messages” 
come in. Dr. Gordon ex­
plains that when a parent 
simply tells a child how 
some unacceptable 
behavior is making the 
parent feel it is far less 
threatening to the child 
than accusing him of 
causing the bad feeling. “1- 
messages” tell the child 
what needs the parent has, 
yet they do not convey to 
the child that he is bad for 
having his own needs. A 
You-message is decoded by 
the child as an evaluation 
of himself. An 1-message is 
decoded as a statement of 
fact about the parent. 
Examples might be: A child 
is continually pestering his 
mother while she’s trying to 
talk to a friend. A you- 
message might be: “stop it!
1 told you to stop bugging 
me. Now you go play right 
now or I’ll put you in your 
room.” An 1-message; 
“Martin 1 need to talk to 
my friend. 1 haven’t seen 
her for weeks and she has to 
go home soon. I’ll be able 
to be with you then.”
When a child responds 
to the first message you can 
expect a degree of anger 
and resentment to be 
vocalized or acted out. 
Seldom will you gel 
cooperation.
If messages like the
second are often sent 
mutual respect and 
openness develop and grow. 
The child will usually 
respond with a feeling of 
knowing what’s happening 
and how he can help.
A second example might 
be a child who is late 
meeting her parent 
downtown after school to 
buy a new pair of shoes. A 
you-message could be: 
“your’re late. You knew 1 
rearranged my whole 
schedule lo do you this 
favor. Can’t you ever be on 
time for anything?”
One possible 1-message: 
“1 sure don’t like it when 1 
carefully plan my day so wc 
can shop for your new 
shoes and then you don’t 
even show up.”
You-messages arc usually 
destructive to the child and 
ineffective for tlie parent. 1- 
messages clearly state the 
problem and how you feel
about it but leave the other 
persons self-worth intact.
The next time someone in 
your family does something 
that really bothers you, 
send an 1-message. Tell 
them what the problem is 
and how you feel about it. 
ll might help a little - it 
might help a lot.
Parent Effectiveness 
Training, Dr. Thomas 
Gordon, Plume Books.
If you are interested and 
would like to learn more 
there are parenting classes 
sponsored by the Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance
Association which teach 
these skills.
Also two films by Dr. 
Thomas Gordon will be 
shown Thursday May 26, 
9:30 to 11 a.m. at St. Paul’s 
United Church. Babysitting 
will be available.
The.sc films arc part of a 
fan week film series 
sponsored by the Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance 
Association, as part of their 
program for family month.
For further information 
please call The Saanich 
I ^ e n i n s u 1 a G u i cl a n c e 
Association, 656-1247.





Applications are invited for the position of 
ENGINEERING AIDE. Successful applicant to be 
responsible to Engineering Services Director and carry out 





in the time 





Candidates shall have a sound knowledge of surveying 
and design techniques and be able to deal with the public 
and supervise various municipal work projects. Applicant 
to provide resume as to marital status, age, experience, 




A resident of one of the 
more rural areas of Central 
Saanich reported that home 
about 3:15 a.m. Sunday, he 
heard four screams from 
what he thought was a 
mature woman in pain and 
terror.




9773 - 5th St.
Application must be in the hands of the Municipal 
Clerk, 1620 Mills Road, P,0. Box 2027, Sidney, B.C. V8L 




The Saanich Peninsula 
Recreation Commission is 
presenting a Disney film 
called Moonpllol from 1 to 
3 p.m. Saturday, at Sidney 
Elementary School.
Police made an extensive 
search of the area but could 
find no source of the 
screams nor any .signs of 
what may have caused 
them. After the search, they 
wailed in the area another 
quarter hour or so, but 
heard no noises at all.





All recreation Information 656-7271
Welcome to our staff Maureen Milgram, Community Programmer and 
Edith Saunders. Aquatics Programmer, They will be pleased to meet with you 
to discuss your recreation needs.
Peninsula .lunior Girls Softball had their first game May 4ih with the 
results: Bombers beat Roadrunners 5-3.
l ilm, discussion, babysitting and refreshments, May 12th, 9{3l)-l 1:00 a.m. 
at St. Paul’s United ChurchMall, Fifth and Malaview, Sidney. Topic: “The 
Frusti aiing 4's and the I'ascinating 5’s” For further information call 656-1247 
01656-55.11.
r.V. Speciiil” loday's Family” on Cable Channel 10, May I2th, 7:00 •
■ 8:00 |).m, Members of our community presently dealing with family matters 
will be I'eiiiui’cd.
Gui last children'smovie of the season is Disney’s “Moon Pilot”, May 
14th, 1:00 - 3:00p.m., Sidney lilcmeniary School, SOcents.
Fiimily Bike Hike, Sunday, May 15lh, 1:00 - .1:00 p.m. Sidney residents 
inect at Sanscha lot course instructions, North ^Jaanich families at Deep Cove 
School, Navigate to checkpoints (within North Sidney) and both groups finish 
at Tidlsta Pitrk, Present instruction form and receive a doughnut and drink 
for your participating family courtesy of Sidney Bakery in honour of Family 
Month,
MAY I6ili, Peninsula Players Annual General Meeting, agenda includes 
planning the 1977 78 season, elections, and special gnest. Maureen Milgram, 
Peninsula Recreation Team, 1583 Mt. Newton X Rd., 8 p.m. Phone 656-582^1.
in sliQffifig Oil
1 ' V'
l)iiiing Ihe post yciir. I ho people who ii.setl on 
It'll you how they r Iin:iiici;il services wil ii
- enjoveil c.'iiTiing a hciilthy rale or inieresl on (heir chcTiifiiij,
- enjoyed a convenienl chequing service 
li'f Iransiiclions
- enjoyed the ill lent ion o 
(lieir money needs
at no cosi, will
account 
no cluirge
‘ enjoyed sharing an operations refund o 
lonn ol a ilividend on shares.
oiir friendly, helpful si.al'f in handling all 
S.3(v.‘)O.S.OO paid in Ihe
11 you re not sharing this kind of success al your present financial 
institution, join us as a ineinher of your own ( redil U
It's
Miion,
fiisy, Just come in to the office nearest you.
S,T,A.G,NEWS 
May tl, WEIINEHnAY — Clubhouse open 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. Gym night at 
Sidney School, 7:30 ■ 9:30 p.m., everyone welcome.
May 12, ITIUHSItAY — Special guest speaker, Mr. Gordon Dclwcilcr 
Iron) the l egal Aid Society will speak and answer qucsiiions on “Youth and 
the l.aw" at the Clubhouse 7:30 p.m. liveryonc welcome. Clubhouse open 
6;.3(). 9:30 p.m.
Mas t.3, FWD.AV Night ■it the Movies Meet at the Clubhouse .at 6 p.m.
1 Imil is 15 people. Clubhouse open 7 p.rn. • 11 :.10 p,m.
May 14, SATUUDAV Clubhouse open 12 noon -4 p.rn, and 7 • 11:30 p.m, 
May Ifi, SUNDAY Clubhouse open 12 noon • 4 p.m. and 7 • 9:.30 p.m.
May 16, MUNDAI .Semois' Iiuui hockey at Isonh Saanich Sciiuul, 7.30 » 
9:.3() p.rn. Clubhouse open 6:30 • 9:30 p.m,
May 17, rUESDAY CItibliouse open 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. Cnmpicr.s please meet 
;tt 7 p.m. and biing money and consent loims, Mcmbeis $2, nun-mcmbcis S3.
I wo camping trips on May 21si, icimn May 23id. (a) All-giils 
ctimpini! trip to Raibircvor Beach, leave at 9 a.m. .simrp. (b) All guys- cam­
ping trip to Botanical Beach. leave at 9 a.m, sharp,
Moy I«. WEDNESDAY Chd^honsc open 6:30 ■ 9;.30 p.m Sidney .Sclioof
Gyrn open 7:30 - 9:30p.m. liveryonewelcome.




t(. Sidney. U.C. V8L 3SK 
656.1116
Kuyiil 0;ik Briinch 
44/2 West S.'ianieh Rd., 
Vicloria, B.C, V8Z 3F9 
470-163)
I
Brentwood Buy Branch 
7174 West Saanich Rd., 
BrenlwurHl B,«y, B.C. VfJ.S I AO 
652-1116
Shelhoiirnc Branch 
3750 Shelhmnne St,, 
Vicloria. B.C, V8B4II4 
477-9561
Prices Effective:
Wed. to Sat. 
May nth to 14thi
’? fi
In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.


















69*Cashmere.Pkg. of 4 Rolls 1 Ply.
Town House. 
Sweetened or Natural 
From Concentrate/
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Sidney pensioners 
enjoy middle east talk
'h'- .V.
■< s,V-
’ i:> '-V; '
MR. R. F. HEMEON, Royal Bank Regional 
Manager for Vancouver Island is pleased to 
confirm the appointment of Mr. W,J, (Warren) 
Reid to the post of Manager at the bank’s 
Sidney Branch. Mr. Reid replaces Mr. T.L. 
Adamson who is assuming management of 
Vancouver, Denman and Nelson Branch. Mr. 
Reid joined the bank in 1%9 after obtaining his 
diploma in business administration and has, for 
the past year, held the position of Assistant 







Central Saanich Police 
.interceded in a conflict of 
rights Sunday afternoon.
Two Brentwood youths 
had skateboarded in front 
of a house for nearly an 
hour until the householder, 
irritated by the noise, asked 
them to go somewhere else. 
He was, he said, subjected 
to verbal abuse. In 
response, it is alleged, he 
turned the garden hose on 
them. ;
The father of one of the 
boys took exception to this 
treatment and took the 
matter up with the 
householder.
When police arrived, the 
father took the position the 
youths had every legal right 
to skateboard on a public 
road. This was affirmed.
The householder 
maintained he was entitled 
to peace and quiet through 
anti-noise by-laws. This, 
too, was affirmed.
Police, however, advised 
that in the interest of good 
neighbour relations it might 
be best if the youths found 
an alternate location for the 
time being and the 
householder contact an 
alderman for legislation to 
regulate skateboarding.
Sidney Branch of 
O.A.P.O. held its regular 
monthly meeting on May 5 
with about 50 members 
present and one visitor, a 
recent arrival from Alberta.
Silence was observed for 
a minute in respect for two 
deceased members, Mrs. 
.Margaret Gordon and Mr. 
Earle Hoover. After 
prayers, members with May 
birthdays were saluted and 
an entertaining horoscope 
read for them.
The treasurer as usual 
reported no outstanding 
accounts. “We have the 
best kind of treasurer!” 
said president Doris 
Bosher. Mrs. Charles Smith 
gave the sick-visiting 
report.
Early notice was given 
of two upcoming events; a 
joint picnic of the 
O.A.P.O. and Silver 
Threads, to be held on July 
14, and the Regional 
Council meeting to be held 
July 28 at the Forestry 
Museum near Duncan.
Members were en­
couraged to make 
suggestions for a dinner 
menu comprising typical 
dishes from all the ten 
provinces, to enter into 
competition during Canada 
Week.
Plans were made for 
organizing a service to lend 
needed equipment such as 
wheelchairs, crutches, 
hospital beds, etc. Persons 
in need of such supplies or 
able to offer them should 
phone either Mr. Jack 
Rogers (656-2143) or Mr- 
E.A. Evans (656-3777), at 
whose house at 10201 
Resthaven Drive they will 
be stored.
The president urged all 
members to attend the 
Silver Threads’ bazaar t,he 
following day, and the vi$it
of the Happy Choristers 
from Kamloops at 1:30 on 
May 7th.
Jack Rogers then treated 
the group to an account of 
his recent visit to Israel. 
Points particularly noted 
were the strict security 
measures on K.L.M., the 
Dutch air line; Beer-Sheba, 
the city of Abraham, where, 
however, the old is com­
pletely hidden by modern 
construction, including a 
fine university and hotels all 
of concrete and steel; 
Qumran cave where the 
famous Dead Sea scrolls 
were discovered by a 
shepherdess; the Dead Sea, 
1300 feet below sea level, 
smelling strongly of 
sulphur, whose mineral 
content inhibits all life; 
Bethlehem, where he was 
disappointed to .see the 
garish and tawdry 
decorations that have been 
placed at the traditional site 
of Jesus’ birth, and the 
Church of the Nativity built 
above it, full of “religious” 
bric-a-brac, tourist trash.
The country is bleak in 
the extreme around 
Bethlehem; the only living 
things seem to be Bedouin 
Arabs, their sheep, goats 
and chickens (and what 
they live on is hard to 
understand). It was in­
teresting to see the shepherd 
girls walking ahead of their 
flocks, that followed 
docilely.
The Garden of 
Gethsemane is some 20 feet 
below the general level of 
the ground, as is the stable 
of Bethlehem. In the garden 
they were shown an olive 
tree said to be the same as 
the one that stood where 
Peter denied Jesus. Again a 
gaudy modern church 
seems to be out of place in 
this hallowed spot.
A noticeable element in 
every part of Israel is the 
venomous hatred that is 
apparent between Jews and ■ 
Arabs. Israel is the Holy 
Land of three faiths — 
Judaism, Christianity and 
Islam — and there has 
always been grave tension 
between them.
At the reputed scene of 
Christ’s burial the members 
of the tour were admitted 
one at a time to the 
sepulchre-cave, and when 
all had been in they stood in 
a circle and observed a 
memorial silence that was
Dubelen Developments r
very moving.
The Wailing Wall of 
Jerusalem is a surviving 
part of the foundation wall 
of Herod’s Temple, all the 
rest having been destroyed 
by the Romans in 70 A.D. 
No non-Jew is premitted to 
approach it, and women 
must use, a section removed 
from that used by the men. 
Boys at the age of 12 are 
permitted to join the men.
Jericho lies below sea level 
in the upper benches of the 
Jordan Valley, with an 
almost tropical climate that 
produces great wealth of 
fruits of all kinds. The 
Jordan disappointed the 
.speaker with its small size, 
but he was interested to see 
fully-clothed adults being 
baptized at the traditional 
site of Jesus’ baptism.
The Sea of Galilee 
measures 13 miles by 7 and 
abounds with fish of many 
kinds. The primitive 
handling of the nets is 
clearly very hard work. 
Overlooking the Sea are the 
Golen Heights, and a 
United Nations peace­
keeping force.
President Mrs. Bosher 








BURNSIDE & TILLICUM RDS., VICTORIA
la'
Friday the 13th is a fan day at our store, 
where yowii find Baker's Dozen Specials, 
plus the following 13 specials.











32 OZ. JAR 13




GARBAGE BAGS ^ '
OUTSIDE 0 I 13
lO’s PACKS £,/ JL
f rkes. In ton on
PEATMOSS $
Si CU. Ff. BAG
SOAP
5 LB. BOX SUNLIGHT
FREE 
3 oz. Box 
of JELLO
CHOCOLATE BAR
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Visit our home & enter I*:
Fill
the "TOUCH OF GLASS 
APPLIANCE DRAW"
for o 3~pie€e set ©f
block glass face applionces 
worth ^2^600
9655 2nd St., Sidney, B.C
to Tour th© Hoflac Psrcicle ©f 
7 to May 15, between the
hours of 3:00 P.M.^ S:00 P.M., and on 




































May 16, MONDAY — 9 
a.m., centre open, cards, 
shufneboard, library, 10 
a.m., quilting, ceramics, 
dancing for fun; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., ceramics; 2 
p.m., films; 7:30 p.m., 
bingo.
May 17, TUESDAY — 9 
a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., oil painting, 
sercnaders practice; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m., oil painting; 
whist, crochet; 7 p.m 
shuffleboard and games 
night.
May 18, WEDNESDAY 
— 9 a.m., centre open, 
cards, shuffleboard, 
library; 10 a.m., novelties, 
rug hooking; noon, hot 
dinner; 1 p.m., discussion 
group, mah-jongg; 2 p.m. 
concert with The 
Melodears.
May 19, THURSDAY — 
9 a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 
a.m., decorator painting, 
weaving, noon, lunch; 1 
p.m., dressmaking, bridge; 
7 p.m., crib.
May 20, FRIDAY — 9 
; a.m., centre open, cards,
; shuffleboard, library; 10
a.m., senior ceramtcs, 
knitting, keep fit, quilting, 
beadwork; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m., creative writing; 1:30 
p.m., stretch and sew; 2 
p.m., jacko; 7 p.m, evening 
cards.
May 21, SATURDAY — 
open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop 
ins.
May 22, SUNDAY — 
open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop- 
ins; morning coffee and 
afternoon tea served every 
day; senior citizens and 
visitors welcome. Tickets 
on sale for mystery trip - 
June 7th. Deposit due on 
Orcas Island trip - July 4- 
7th by May ^th.
LETTERS 
SENT
Letters to people with 
taxes in arrears were sent 
out by the Town of Sidney 
Tuesday.
Accordiftg to town 
administrator Geoff Logan, 
if the money is not paid 
within 30 days the names of 
people with overdue debts 
will be given to the solicitor 
for action to be taken and 
names will also be printed 
in the press.
Sidney Softboll Scores Again
The Sidney Softball 
Association have been 
officially notified by the 
British Columbia Amateur 
Softball Association that 
Sidney has been selected to 
host the B.C. recreational 
playoffs to take place over 
the Labour Day weekend, 
September 3rd, 4th and 5th.
This award is a big boost 
for softball in this area and 
will include ten or twelve 
teams from all over British 
Columbia. It is an in­
dication that the B.C. 
executive have confidence 
that the Sidney softball 
association can host a 
tournament of this calibre 
with a high degree of ex­
pertise and efficiency.
Jack Green, well known
local sportsman, has been 
selected as “tournament- 
director” and has already 
acquired the assistance of 
George Coldwell, Mike 
Nunn and Keith Davies.
Sanscha have already 
expressed their willingness 
to cooperate in every way 
possible to assist in making 
this meet an outstanding 
success and one which will 
leave a lasting impression 
on all visiting teams that 
Sidney has really become 
the hub of recreational 
softball on Vancouver 
Island.
The first week of the 
regular schedule just 
completed shows Seaboard 
and Harvey’s with two 
wins; Hotel and KOA with
one win each: and Tsawout 
and Travelodge still looking 
for their first win.
Indications are that 
Seaboard could be the team 
to beat this year as they 
have recently acquired the 
services of Hotel’s ace 
pitcher, Wayne Cripps. 
They liave always had 
heavy artillery at the bat but 
fell short at the mound but 
with this problem solved 
could go all the way to a 
banner season.
All teams have produced 
a good ball for their early 
season appearance and 
indications are that 
spectators can look forward 
to a good brand of btill 
niiilit of the week
except Saturdays.
Come and support yourj 
favourite team.






"This beauty bar is hard milled 
lo last longer and filled with cocoa 
butter to soothe dry skin.Treat your 








THESE FOUR GIRLS FROM Deep Cove Elementary School won the 
400 metre relay race for girls 11 and under recently. They ran the relay in 
58.3 seconds. Shown are (left to right) Alex Stelle-Mortimer (sitting), Lisa 
Reynell (left), Linda Martin, who also won the 100 metre race in 13.4 
seconds and Cathy Aylard. Their coaches are Dennis Lindoff and Bob 
Martin. __________
There were 33 people 
present at 7 p.m. Monday 
in Central Saanich Council 
chambers for the man­
datory public hearing on 
the proposed 125 unit 
apartment complex beside 
the “Waddling Dog” at 
Mt. Newton X Road and 
Lochside Drive.
One letter was read and 
three persons spoke in favor 
of the development. No one 
raised any objection.
One of the principals, 
Mr. Terry Johnston, said 
the apartment complex was 
definitely not a low cost 
housing development. 
Although it was subsidized 
by senior governments, the 
capital costs were to be 
repaid later. He reminded
council it would receive up 
to $250,000 in free grants 
by permitting the project 
and he said he felt it was a 
worthwhile development.
Because two aldermen, 
Lamont and Tabor, were 
absent, council did not take 
an immediate vote on 
adopting emabling By-Law 
501. Mayor Jean Butler 
declared the public hearing 
terminated at 7:05 p.m.
TOWM OF SlDMiY 
NOTICE
‘ ^Clean-up' ’ Campaign 
Saturday, May I4th, 1977
Residenlial Areas Only
Persons wishing to have any household articles 
picked up for disposal should have them placed at 
the roadside by 8 a.m. on the above day. Old 
refrigerators, freezers, etc. must have the lids or 
doors removed. Any old car bodies or parts may be 
removed if the owners make advance arrangements 




agr@@ on studorit fobs
Six students will be hired 
for summer jobs by the 
Saanich school board this 
year at a lower rate than 
union employees, board 
secretary Ross Ingram said.
The Canadian Union of 
Public Employees originally 
opposed the plan which is 
to be funded as a youth 
employment program by 
the provincial government. 
The board asked them if 
they would reconsider and a 
vote of C.U.P.E. mem­
bership reversed the 
decision and allowed the 
hiring.
The B.C. Ministry of 
Labour, who will pay $500 
plus four percent holiday 
pay per month for the 
students, required the 
students fill newly created 
jobs and that secondary 
students, because they have 
the most difficulty finding
jobs, make up at least 75 
per cent of the students 
hired for the program.,
The school board was not 
prepared to contribute any 
more to the salaries and 
would not have hired the 
students if C.U.P.E. 
rejected the plan., C.U.P.E. 
originally opposed the 
request because the students
were not going to be paid 
union wages.
Ingram said the board is 
also hiring six more 
students to do janitorial 
jobs and will pay them 
union wages. He expects 
about 200 applications for 




Mr. and Mrs. Ronald 
Bickford of 937 Marchant 
Road, Brentwood Bay, are 
pleased to announce the 
forthcoming marriage of 
their younger daughter, 
Donna Jean, to Ronald 
Clarkson of Campbell 
River, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
James M. Clarkson, 776 - 
8th Avenue, Campbell 
River.
The marriage will take 
place at the Brentwood 
United Church on 
Saturday, June 18th, at 
seven o’clock.
BmagaMtea
We invUe you to the 
Opening of an Exhibition of Pottery by
PAT WEBBER
MONDAY. MAY l&tli al S:00 PM.
Reception & chance to meet Pat Webber Exhibition continues 
through May 29th. Watch for appearances on Ida Clarkson 
Show (Ch. 6, May 13th) and Victoria Arts Calendar (Vic. 10, 




WEST SAANIC!! & KEA'nNG’S X ROAI}S^ 
HRENTWOOI) HA Y, B.C. • ,
652y21oWa
FISHING EXPERTS TO SHARE SECRETS
Monday, May 16, al7:30 
p.m. at the Brentwood 
Community Hall on 
Wallace Drive across from 
the Brentwood Elementary 
School is the time and place 
to learn how to catch 
salmon in Saanich Inlet.
Jim Gilbert and Roy 
Smith have been teamed up 
by the Central Saanich 
Recreation Department to 
give a lecture and
demonstration and general 
information on fishing in 
Saanich Inlet. They will tell 
you where the best areas are 
to fish, how to cut and rig 




There is no admission 
charge, so come and bring 
your friends and family to 





PORK SIDES CUSTOM CUT
BONELESS PORK
























Your host will be, not ju&t a disc jockey 







JOHN RALPHS, better known as 
RICHIE CUNNINGHAM, 
specialliing In Sounds of the ’50’s!
DENNY’S CANNED MUSIC
d« not Acid Rock. JOHN (Cunningham) RALPHS
Prices Eftective Tliuts., Fri. & Sat. Only, May 12,13 ft 14
Island View Freezer Lid.
7005 East Saanich Rd. 652-2411
IF YOU CAN THE '50's
You'!! Love FONISE'S PLACE! If
P.S. • WE ALSO PLAY TODAY'S TOP 40
Page 8 THE REVIEW Wednesday, May 11,1977
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COURTMANAGER
James Hack, Regional 
; .Manager of Court Services, 
• .will be paying a visit to 
.'.Sidney on Thursday to meet 
■ •with Mayor Dick Leight, a 










buy or sell 
anything
A spokesman for Hack’s 
office in Victoria said the 
reason for the meeting has 
not been made known yet 
and Hack was unavailable 
for comment.
Sidney council has been 
in contact with the manager 
of the district court services 
to request that a court be 
returned to Sidney to save 




















After warning taxpayers last year the 
recreation complex would cost them an ad­
ditional six mills, North Saanich council, April 
2, approved a budget with a mill rate of 28.25 or 




Regional Hospital District 
Municipal Finance Authority 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
TOTAL
EXPECTED REVENUES IN THE GENERAL 
FUND
Taxes 721,576
Grants in Lieu of Taxes 97,638
Sales of Services 13,000
Other Revenue from own source 98,100
Unconditional transfers from other gov’ts
234,001
Conditional transfers from other gov’ts 20,400











Other fiscal services 
TOTAL
Collections for other gov’ts 
TOTAL
EXPENDITURES 
General gov’t services 
Protective services 
Transportation services 
Environmental health services 
Welfare services 
Recreation & cultural services 
Debt charges
Transfer to own reserve accounts & funds 
511,771
Conditional transfers to Other gov’ts 289,128 
(Regional Ij|istrict)
Other fiscal services * 103,328
total 1,546,571
Transmission of Taxes Levied for other gov’ts 
1,206,782
total 2,753,353













St. Stephen’s A.C.W. 
met on Wednesday af­
ternoon, May 4th, at the 
home of Mrs. Don Dobyns, 
Llanfair Drive. The 
President, Mrs. A. M. 
Galbraith, was in the chair 
and the chief business under 
discussion was their Spring 
Tea, which will be held in 
St. Stephen’s Memorial 
Hall, corner of St. 
Stephen’s Road and Mount 
Newton Cross Road, on 
Saturday, May Mth, from 
2:00 to 4:30 p.m.
Rock & Roil 
to
VINTAGE
THIS MINI A TURE DONKEY was only a 
few hours old when the photograph was taken 
Monday. Its mother Edelweise was keeping a 
close eye on the photographer and did not
really want the publicity. The donkeys belong 
to Carol Sidwell on Munro Road in North 
Saanich.
Community programmer 
will be Maureen Milgram 
who is currently employed 
at the Cedar Hill Com­
munity Centre.
Edith Saunders is to be 
the aquatic activities 
supervisor and will leave 
her current position as^jogl^ 
superintendent at Duncan.
Both women will start 
their new jobs next week.
LUNT
Albert James, Passed away 
at Resthaven Hospital, 
Sidney, On May 8, 1977. 
Aged 83 years. Born in 
Liverpool, England, 
residing at 1102 Clarke Rd., 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. for 
39 years. Previously at 
Calgary, Alberta. He leaves 
his loving wife Sarah; 
daughter and son-in-law, 
Margaret and Fred Mair; 
four grandchildren; two 
sisters and a brother in 
Alberta and one sister in 
B.C.; also nieces and 
nephews besides relatives in 
England. Mr. Lunt was 
overseas during the First 
World War with the 173th 
and 10th Battalions. He was 
also a Vimy Ridge Veteran. 
During the Second World 
War he was with the Pacific 
Coast Militia Rangers.




Johnson and Vancouver 
Sts., on Wed., May 11 at 
12:00 noon’'with the Rev. 
M.H. Adams officiating. 
Interment at Shady Creek 
Cemetery, 'i ■
LAMOUREUX
In Sidney-'B.C., on May 
3, 1977, Mr. Lawrence
Alcebiade Lamoureux aged 
68 years. Born in 
Lamoureux, Alberta, and a 
resident of Sidney, B.C., 
for the past 8 years, late
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
EFFECTIVE MAY 2nd, 1977
A Permit is required for all Burning, exclusive of 
Covered Incinerators. Permits available al the 
Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, Sidney, B.C.
Ron Evans, Fire Chief
April 21, 1977
residence 1970 McTavish 
Rd., formerly of 
Edmonton, Alta. He leaves 
his loving wife, Grace, at 
home; son and daughter-in- 
law, Glen and Vicki; 
granddaughter Danielle, 
Edmonton, Alta.; brothers, 
Harvey, Roland and 
Augustin, Lamoureux, 
Alta., Frank Gibson, B.C., 
Armand, Hubert, 
Edmonton, Alta; sisters, 
Blanche Lamoureux and 
Rita McPherson, 
Edmonton, Alta., Rose 
Jenkins, Sunnyside 
Washington and Hermine 
Hughton, Lamoureux, 
Alta.
Prayers were offered in 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C., on 
Thur.sday, May 5, 1977 at 
8:00 p.m. Mass was 
celebrated in St. Elizabeths 
Church, Third St. Sidney, 
B.C., on Friday, May 6, 
1977 at 10:00 a.m. Rev. 
Father Ray Cunningham 
celebrant. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may contribute 
to the Canadian Cancer 
Society, 857 Caledonia 
Ave., Victoria, B.C.
JACQUES
On May 2, 1977, at 
Sidney, B.C., Mrs. 
Kathleen Jacques, formerly 
of Duncan, B.C. Mrs. 
Jacques was a member of 
the Anglican Church of 
Canada. She is survived by 
2 sons, Kenneth in Sidney 
and Richard of Cobble Hill, 
B.C.; 5 grandchildren and 2 
sisters, Mrs. Jean Robinson 
in Sidney and Mrs. Dorothy 
Schuthe in Ottawa, 
Ontario.
Services for Mrs. Jacques 
were held on Thursday, 
May 5, 1977,
LAMB,
At his residence, 7946 
Galbraith Crescent, Central 
Saanich, B.C. on May 6th, 
1977. Peter Ronald Lamb, 
age 18 yrs. Born in Calgary, 
Alberta and had been a 
resident of Central Saanich 
for the past three years. He 
leaves his loving parents, 
Ronald and Rose Lamb, 
and sister, Tracy, at home; 
grandmother in England; 
grandparents in Calgary, 
Alberta; numerous aunts, 
uncles, cousins and friends.
Prayers were offered in 
the Sands Funeral Chapel 
of Roses, Sidney, B.C. on 
Tuesday, May 10th, 1977 at 
7:30 p.m. Service will be 
held in Holy Trinity 
Anglican Church, Patricia 
Bay, B.C. on Wednesday, 
May 11th, 1977 at 3:00 p.m. 





In Sidney, B.C., on May 
1, • 1977, Mrs. Maud 
- Florence Storey, aged 83 
years, born in Woolwich, 
England,'^ahd a resident of 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. for 
the past 6 months, late 
residence, 7123 Hagan Rd.; 
formerly of Vancouver, 
B.C. Predeceased by her 
husband, Thomas Storey. 
She leaves her son, Robert
A. Watt, Brentwood Bay,
B. C.; grand-daughters, 
Mrs. Beverly Spring, 
Vancouver, B.C., and Mrs. 
Valrie Trenhome, 
Revclstokc, B.C.; 4 great- 
granddaughters.
Memorial service in St. 
Paul’s Anglican Church, 
1130 Jervis St., Vancouver 
B.C., on Friday, May 6, 
1977, at 1:00 p.m. Rev.
L@IUS
count tlie ways!
A big, fat bonus
a chequing-savings account that gives you unlimited chequing 
privileges free of service charges, and at the same time, can earn you 
interest at 8% per annum.
A hclpfuUoan
to enable you to remodel a home, consolidate yourbills, take a well 
deserved vacation, or take advantage of any worthwhile opportunity.
A choice of savings plans
designed to be easy to use and to make your dollars work harder for you. 
A little financial advice
to help you make the most of your money now and in the future.
A whole lot of convenience
for travellers cheques, money orders, or any of a dozen other every day 
financial needs, call on us for fast, efficient service.
And a nice surprise
we're open Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. for your convenience. You 
can look after .ill your financial business with lots of time left for 
shopping.
Come in. Find out how we can help you today.
If you're not yet a member, vve'll ohow you how ea::.y it is to join,
There arc, a lot of follca selling smiles these da')[,s. When
you get right down to the nitty gritty of real service., 
most of the smiles fade aw.iy. There is one financial 
otgani/.aiioii where the promise of courteous, 
personalized scmcc really holds up.
At Saanich Peninsula Savings/we work al it and we 






Hov.ll t\ik Hr.iiull 
•117.' VV.“.t ll R.A.id 
Vii lori.v B.C 
ri'lvl'honvl7‘»-lf31
Bri'iilwood B.iy 
7171 Wi",l fi.>;iiit£-ti Hn,»d 
Mn'iiUvood ri.iy, B.C 
Idrptunu'tCO-Uld
Sht'lbiHiriH* Br.inch 
17,50 Sh«’lh(niuH’ Strooi 
Vi,:(ori,i, B.C. 
Idfltlioni'177-9561
Harold J. MeSherry of­
ficiating. Flowers gratefully 
declined. Those so 
desiring may contribute to 
the Canadian Cancer 
Society, 857 Caledonia 
Ave., Victoria, B.C. 
Arrangements by Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
B.C.
Open 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
THE
ROYAL OAK iNlil
4680 Elk Lake Drive 
658-5231
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIH HOTEL
downtown, specious A 
modorn rooms, coble 
color T.V,, direct dial 
phonos, oil with view 
bolconlot, free porking, 
complimentary cotfoo A 
too service, and best of 
oil — mostly with fully . 
equipped kitchens thet 
allow you and your 
family to enjoy sub* 
stontiol savings on 
breakfasts, lunches, 
snocks. cold drinks. Ice 
cubes A other related 
expenses. -Storting at 
only $18.00 single A 
$4.00 for each oddlhonot 
guest 12 years of oge 
and over.
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 HombySl.. Voncouver, B.C. V6Z 1V1 


















1 lours: 10 - 5 Tuesday lo Thursday, It) - 6 Friday, 10 -1 Saturday. 2474 BEACON AVE. 65rKM{14
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Lapham proposes amendment to sub-division bylaw
Requests perc tests for tanks and licenced testers possible
By BRENDA 
DALGLISH
“ll’s a case of nol acting 
until there’s a case ol' 
hepatitis or something like 
it.”, said Alderman John 
Lapham recently in 
commenting about the
sewage disposal problems 
facing North Saanich.
There are reports of high 
bacteria counts in some 
wells, of effluent spreading 
from ocean side residences 
to the beach and on to the 
ocean, of dogs becoming 
sick after drinking water in
ditches and of wells being 
sunk only short distances 
from septic tanks.
“Almost every other 
regulation we have we 
enforce but when it comes 
to sanitary situations, 1 
don’t know, we bury 
them.” said Lapham.
North Saanich soil is clay 
based and according to 
Lapham many of the 
building sites left will not 
perc test. The only alter­
native on land, where the 
soil is slow percing, is to use 
a built up field as many 
North Saanich residents
now do. This is done by 
bringing in fill material and 
building up the septic field 
area. The only problem 
with this is occassionally the 
fill material brought in is 
not of the best quality and 
does not give a good perc 
test reading even then.
TANKS 
LEAK
According to Don Ife, of 
the peninsula health board, 
responsible for giving final 
approval on perc tests as 
well as testing to make sure 
pollution is not occurring 
after the tank and field go 
in, said some of the 
problems arc caused by city 
dwellers who move to a 
rural area for the first time 
and do not maintain the 
systems properly. Tanks 
can leak or malfunction and 
distribution pipes can 
break. Ife said it was not 
uncommon for pipes to be 
broken by someone roto- 
tilling over the septic field.
The health board has 
recently been testing 
problem areas on Lochside 
Drive and some in Deep 
Cove. On Lochside Drive, 
of the fifteen buildings 
checked, two were found to 
be polluting and in Deep 
Cove of the 23 checked, one 
was discovered.
Testing is done when the 
health board either suspects 
or receives notice of a 
possible problem. A 
distinctive dye is put into 
the septic system and after a 
wait of up to two days, a 
health board officer will 
check the surrounding area 
for signs of it. If any is 
found the board of health 
will in writing request the 
system be upgraded within 
30 days. They do have the 
authority to take anyone 
who does not comply with 
the order to court but they 
prefer not to have to resort 
to that degree of en­
forcement and rarely do.
; AMENDMENT 
The health board located 
in Sidney town hall has two 
staff members to do this job 
in Central SaCnich, North 
Saanich, Sidney and the 
Gulf Islands. .
Lapham has proposed an 
amednment to the sub­
division by-law which 
would require sub-dividers 
to prove not only potable 
water, as is now the case, 
but also that the ground 
would be capable of 
supporting a .septic tank 
system, on each lot if a 
sewer line was not 
available. Why should they 
have to prove water but not 
septic removal?” asked 
Lapham, “We’re the only 
organized area that doesn’t 
require it,” he said.
rite by-law which is 
supported to third reading 
by council, could become 
law very soon. Council held 
final reading of it until Ihe 
capital regional board came 
forward with its rccom-
of the samediscussions 
problem.
During discussion of the 
proposed by-law, council 
raised the question of why 
people conducting perc tests 
are not required to be 
licensed. This requirement 
had been drafted into a 
provincial bill several years 
ago but was dropped before 
it passed.
LICENCING 
A local perc tester who 
asked not to be named, 
agreed licencing would be a 
“very good idea.” Right 
now anyone can do tests, 
even the contractors, which 
consist of digging several 
holes of specific sizes, 
pouring water into them 
and recording the length ot 
time it takes for the water to 
be absorbed. The results ol 
this test' must then be 
forwarded to ihe board of 
health who give the final 
approval to it.
The board can request a 
perc test be carried out 
before its approving officer 
if it suspects the test was not 
legitimate or if for example 
it was done- during the 
summer and the board 
suspects that during winter 
the ground might not perc.
He said at times he 
has been offered “a little on 
the side” to approve an 
area that is not going to 
pass the perc test. He said 
he would not be opposed, at 
all, to a licencing system for 
those conducting perc tests. 
“It’s not that difficult,” he 
said, “but then they would 




He claimed that in the 
United States both wells 
and septic tanks would be 
checked yearly and if they 
did not pass, would have to 
be brought up to standard. 
“Here,” he said, “they’re 
checked once and that’s it 
brever.”
He said it was not the 
board of health’s fault but 
rather the way wc think 
about both vvells and septic 
tanks. “We jiist expect 
them to work. We hold up a 
glass of water and if its 
clear we think its fine.” he 
said. People will pay 
thousands of dollars for a 
lot and even more for a 
lioiise but they expect to get 
water and sewage dispo.sal 
for very little, he said, 
said.
Lapham admits his 
proposed amendment 
would not solve even the 
majority of the problem but 
it would cover one aspect of 
it. He said, :“lf we could 
hold the septic problem 
where it is now and not 
allow it to proliferate I’d be 
satisfied.” People need lo 
become conscious of the 
problem. “We don’t want it 
to just keep on growing 
tmtil we’re forced to sewers 
like Brentwood was.” he




An Outreach of Foursquare Ministries
ISrptiittrimib
7t72 Brontwood Drive 
Bi’V t,,(%L^4l-J|^ Viincouvor Inland tL
' fy,
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652'2413"^’5
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■Two Vi acre lots near Deep 
■Cove Marina. Both have 
wlrilletl wells with water 
tested and passed by Health 
• Board. One lot has cleared 
■building site and is priced at 
%2C-i,900. Second is com- 
'pletely wooded and is 









2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1 154
: QUIET CULDE SAC 
Beautirul, well kept 3 
bedroom, split-level home 
6n a large lot. All ap­
pliances go with this well 
designed kitchen, drapes 





App. 29,000 square feet of 
property zoned for app. 11 
townhouscs. A most 
desirable area in Central 
Saanich close to the new 
hospital and amenities of 
Saanichton. Make your 
offer on $118,000. 











BAKER VIEW PLACE 
1280 sq. ft. family home on 
'A acre, full basement. 4 
bedrooms, 1 'A baths, 
distinctive Boor plan and 
decor, close to new rec 
centre and busline. 
Immediate possession. 
Urgent sale. What is your 
offer on $59,900?
; OFFERS INVITED 
>--7 acre island and 2 
bedroom home — $49,900 
—4 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces,
; -large lot in Brentwood — 
■-$74,900
;'—5.42 acres and 2 year old 
! borne — $115,000.
: —2 bedroom waterfront on 
i ■Willis Point —$125,000.
< —4 bedroom waterfront on 
..‘Sbacre:—$135,000.
! f-Elegant and private in 




Ne.stled in the trees between 
Butchart Gardens and 
Brentwood is your future 
well built three bedroom 
home with good size lot, 
carport and sundeck, with 
an asking price of $59,900. 
M.L.S. L-shape living and 
dining room, attractive 
fireplace, two bathrooms 
provide you with the items 
necessary to make this 










i Approximately Vi acre of j 
; WPterfront residential 
Southern1 property. s n  ex- 
^ posUre arid beautiful views, 
if Back of lot faces On
^ i 54cKenzie Crescent. A 
I f sunny retreat for only 
i:$35,900. ’ ‘ '
TOMATOES
Make a fortune growing 
tofriatoes the hydroponic 
way on this 7 acre farm. 
28000 sq. ft. green houses, 
going concern, plus partly 
finished house. Only 
$160,000.
ARDMORE LOTS
We certainly have 2 fine lots
for sale. One is on Ard­
more Dr. and is $40,000. 
The other is on Falkirk and 
is $36,900.
LANDS END RD.
.5 acre lot with scaview, 
piped water available.
NEW LISTINGS 
Very attractive split level 
offering 5 bedrooms. L.R. 
and D.R. overlook rear 
garden, 60x124 lot. MLS 
$59,900.
Older 6 bedroom home in 
need of some work. 
Located on 2 lots. MLS. 
$55,000.
3 bedroom townhouse in 




Idyllic Va acre on Birch 
Road in Deep Cove. All 




This 4 bedroom, no steps 
home in the woods features 
double glazing and in­
sulation. Ideal family 
home. Abundant water 
supply. $78,900.
3 bedroom home on large 
corner lot. Concrete 
swimming pool. MLS 
$62,000.
John Bruce Bus. 656-3928 






Rents a beautiful 2 or 3 
bedroom townhouse. w/w 






FURNISHED UNITS with kilchonpites 
ovoiloblo now until loto spring. 
Starling os low os $210 for 30 doys. 
Sandown Motel, Brentwood Boy. 652- 
1551. tf
FURNISHED. BASEMENT SUITE, day 
shift worker preferred, S175 includes 
oil utilities, available immediately. 
656-1975. 19-1
MISC. FOR SALE BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW 
Furniture of all kinds, old ond on- 
tique. Open 7 days, 10-5:30 p.m., 
parking. 9781 Second St. 656-3511. tf 
FIREPLACE WOOD^^t to order. $50 
per cord, $35 per % cord. Also 
available cedar posts and rails. 
Phone 656-4213. Free delivery on 
Peninsula and Victoria. tf
FOR RENT — 7.500 sq. ft. retail 
space and 7,500 sq. ft. office space in 
Burns Lake centre. To be built this 
mmer. Box 1068, Burns Lake, B.C.
695-6547. 19-1
CHICKS ~ BROWN EGG layers, white 
leghorns. white rocks. Ship 
onywhoro. Established 28 years, 
Langley. Napier Hatchery, 
22470- 64tli Ave: RR8. Langley, 534- 
6268. 11-tf
GARAGE SALE. 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday, 
May 14. 10031 Third Street, Sidney. 
19-1
REASONABLE, ONE 
apartment, located in 




3 ROOM COTTAGE. June 1. Deep 
Cove, oil stove and fireplace, single 
or couple only. S235 {electricity in­
cluded). 656-3741,656-3288. 19-1
CEDARWOOD MOTEL hos for solo 12 
used block ond whit© televisions 
(chonging to colour) consoles ond 
portables, vorious mokes. Phone656- 
2531,9522 Lochside Dr.. Sidney. B.C. 
18-3
VENDING ROUTES — UNDER $1,000 
Now you con buy direct from the 
factory the new amazing spiral 
vendor with lifetime guarantee. No 
service problems, entirely 
mechanical. Vends over o thousand 
different products, "from soup to 
nuts." Stort part-time and built to full­
time operotion. No experience 
necessary. High profit locations 
ovoiloblo from company. To view o 
demonstrator write lodoy, Spirol 
Vendor, 3651 McRae Cros., Port 
Coquitlam, B.C. Include Phone. 19-1






'Owner Wilf Dorman gives 




24 INCH bicycle. S20. 656-
19-1
FOR SALE — JEWELLERY — GIFT 
STORE. Good loose, contact Wayne 
A. Moki Jewellers, Box 277. Salmon 
Arm, B.C. VOE2TO. 19-1




FRIENDLY. HEALTHY. Lab-lrish seller 
puppies. $20 each. 479-8737. 19-1
COZY 3 BEDROOM opartment, 
available immediately, $300 per 




i. ^ 656-5584 656-6958
DEEP COVE
; .Overlooking Saanich Inlet
I
I'
, licvv 3 Bdrm. Cedar Siding 
home with 1700 sq. ft.
‘ finished area. Unobstructed 
iyjews of Saanich Inlet 
.looking towards Mill Bay 
’ arid Cowiehan Bay. '/i acre 
: sftnny, treed lot. Floor to 
! ceiling old brick fireplace in 
liging room. Second brick 
finished fireplace in lower 
: level. 4 peice main bath and 
bath with shower off 
piaster bedroom. Sundecks 
off living room and master 
liedroom. High basement 
L'with .separate emraricc and 




■ AND; ;■ 
GRACE 
Are readily available in this 
2300 sq. ft. 4 bedroom 2‘/2 
bath bi-level contemporary. 
Delight in the 36’ x 17’ 
recreation room with 
fireplace, the 20’3 x 15’8 
living room and white brick 
fireplace, the dining room 
plus dinette in large kit­
chen, the covered 600 sq. ft. 
sundeck. This is a deluxe 
home with extra black-top 
parking, shrubs, large 
entrance, double carport, 
patio, intercom. Cul-de-sac 
location. An exceptionally 
nice value-packed home 
now only $74,500. MLS. 
Call today.
RENTALS 
Wc will rent your 
while you are away! 
BUYING OR SELLING 








5 acres with views 
Satellite Channel. 250 
road frontage. $72,000.
BRENTWOOD







Lovely 2 or 3 bedroom 
Townhouse.
MARGUERITE HOBBS 
477-4043 or 388-4455 
Century 21 
J.D. Bosdett Ud.






Waterview home on private 
'/i Acre. MLS.
iITness FORCED SAU OF 430 ocio 
Hay Roacit. All amoiiilion, 3-bodroom 
Hon c. •Uaoim, cotral'., ole. In 
liiilkloy Valloy, $1115,000, Inlormollnn 
• OoK 413. Tolkwci, D.C. VOJ 2X0 19.
'7
$68,500. Impressive, 
spacious family home close 
to beach, Great value.
Jim Jones 656-4597










(3-4) bedrooms, tile 
baibroom, large kilchen, 
sliilirig iloois to sun porch, 
stone fireplace. I'ull 
basemciii, Very nice, 
,$69,IK)0, or rent lo own. 
656-3675 or 595-4333.
MOmiF. HOUC FOR $AIC. 12 K 611 
ItHuk)!, 2 botlfooia, lavoly Lounlry 
IWfS, I’l\ono656.t495. 12'4
656-S5I1
.3; Hetiroom semi waterfront 
(tmohsirucied view) home 
set on a quiet, well land- 
; scaped lot in Sidney. 
.Atlraeiive ehmacier home* 
with Shake Uoof, 
'Undeveloped basemem ami
III lie.
';f«: commercial lots (in- 
■qlmling 2 corners) in 
’downtown Sidney with 
I ||\ytitei connections. Small 
honse it office on properly 
jifatpicseni.'' , ,,
Witt TNAin LARGE MODERN MOUSE
on two I'lmirori acroi In Noilh 
SnnnlrH lor liomri In Sliinny. Pliono 
6S6.4inn, _ _ _ ■ __ _ _ _19J
Irocllvti nimui lioni«. lot 50 « 140 




Charming 2 bedroom and 
tilility room home with 
drive in garage. Modern 
stucco construction securely 
fenced and very well lan­
dscaped. Ideal reliremeni 
home or younger couple. 
Mortgage arranged. Call 
David Wood at office 
656-3924
or evenings 652-2198 
CLOSE DOWN rowN 
SIDNEY 
$*14,500
South of Beacon, 1050 sq, 
ft. home with 3 bedrooms, 
olticr Inn well cared for, 
living room I4.6.\1.LI> wi'h 
fireplace, drapes and 
carpels included in price. 
Name your down payment 





I rim 3 bedroom bungalow, 
c a r pc l cd l h r o ugh o li l 
fireplace, livingroom. Full 
high basement. Brcllunir 
Park Way. Reduced to 
$49,000. MLS 23972.
AVAILABLE JUNE 1, spacious 3 
bedroom apartment. $300 per month, 
children welcome. 656-5116 ofter 5 
p.m. 19-1
$365 PER MONTH. 3 bedrooms, 1'/, 
baths, drapes, washer, dryer, stove 




WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO OFFER
young man with cosh? Would like 
acreage with water and some timber. 
P.O. Box 71, Port Coquitlam, B.C. 19- 
1
UPRIGHT KENMORE





HOME EERVICEO E 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
3 SPEED AUTO Mini bicycle, good 
condition. _ $40. Phone 656-5169 







to adults who enjoy caring 
for children. The Ministry 
of Human Resourees offers 
a variety of opporlimities.
PERSONALS
COUPLE REQUIRES LIVING ac­
comodation for August and Sep­
tember while retirement homes 
being built. Non-smokers, no pets, 
references. Excellent core assured. 
Phone 656-6192. 19-1
GRANT: WE DO NOT NEED A special 
day to bring you to our mind, the day 
we do nol think of you is very hard to 
find. Treasured memories of our dear 
son Reg. who passed awoy ISfhMoy. 
1976:- Mum & Dad. 19-1
GARLAND » NICK AND WENDY
(Lee) ore thrilled to onnounce the 
arrival of their first child, a doughter, 
Cheryl Nicole. 6 lbs. 12V-j ozs. Born 
April 26. 1977 at Cowiehan District 
Hospital. First grandchild for Mr. and 
Mrs. R.J.B. Garland. Hudson. Quebec 
and third grond-doughter for Mr. and 
Mrs. E.G. Lee, Sidney. B.C. 19-1
DIG GAME HUNTING B.C. residents, 
sheep, goat, grizzly (spring) Caribou, 
Moose. Excellent pockhorses. 
Equipment supplied. Booking 
reservations now. WARD OUT­
FITTERS. Box 216, Ft. Nelson. B.C. 
Phone774-2n0. 19-1
1000 APPROX. USED BRICKS, 20 cents 
each; 18 inch hand power reel 
mower, new $20: 10 inch radial sow 
with bench, $200: lawn sweeper. $15: 
B & DTrimmer, electric. $15; assorted 
coloured gloss windows from $15; 8 
aluminum windows 8x4: 3-3 x 2V2: 3- 
5 X 3 ‘'2; 1-4 X 3‘'2, some with screens. 
Lot $225; Dismantled shower cabinet, 
wolnut mantle, imitation brick 








DIESEL ENGINE. "HERCULES", 6 cyL, 
298 CID governed. 1500 rpm; high 
pressure pump Bosch, new condition, 
110 hour use. copitol gear. 2 to 1. 
2149. 19-1
“Vancouver Lslaiici’s most 
complete supply of trailer- 
camper parts’’
EXPERIENCED STUDENT WILL house 
sit in Sidney/Soonich Peninsulo area. 
References. Available immediately. 
656-3190 after 6 p.m. 19-1
SMALLSTUDENT IN NEED OF
house/room In Soanich 
su 1 aS i d n e y Area.
Reasonable rent pleose. 656-3190 
atter6p.m. 19-1
HELP WANTED
FARM. NURSERY. POULTRY. 
Greenhouse and Londscope workers 
— Register now for fuH or poiilme 
employment ot Canada Farm Labour 
Pool, ^ 205-3400 , Douglas Street, 
Victoria. B.C. Men and women are 
encouroged to -apply. Phone 382- 
4274. 18-3
MATURE LADY NEEDED TO babysit 
overnight, from' 10:30 p.m. to 8:30 
o.m., six year old boy. Phone 656- 
3505. 19-1
PART TIME DOMESTIC help. Close to 
Sidney. Transportation can be 
arranged. Callonytimo, 656-6691. 19- 
1
AFRICAN VIOLETS IN FULL bloom. $1 
each: small house plants,




OLDER TYPE COUCH AND chair, 
suitoble for rumpus room, $75. 656- 
3846. 19-1
QUALITY LOG BUILDING by ex­
perienced mobile crew. Reasonable 
rates, can supply logs if needed. 
Contact W. Reimer, 4293 Wilson 
Road, R.R. 3. Sardis, B.C. VOX lYO. 
858-3053. 19-1
6459 Patricia Bay 
Hwy. 652-2511
—VOLUNTEER 
FOSTERING short or long 
term.
—CAREER CHILD CARE 
in your home.
P'or information: Join us 
Wed. May 18, 7:30 p.m. 
1627 Fort St. or phone 598- 
5121. Resources and 
Placement Section.
19-1
EARS PIERCED. Medi-System. Non 
Alergenic studs. For oppoiniment call 
656-5403. tf
YOUR FULLER BRUSH representative 
is Norman Hull. 656-4938. 8 a.m. to 10 
a.m. tf
JOHN & LANA GRIEVE (nee Telford) 
of 1271 Mt. Newton X Rood; wish to 
onnounch the birth of their son. John 
William Grieve Jr; 8 lbs. 6 ozs. on 
April 28^ 1977 at Rest Haven Hospital, 
a brother for Lyndo. Mony thonks to 
the moternity staff and Dr. Doerffer. 
19-1
FOUND: PAIR BIFOCALS — Owner 
may cloim at Sidney Review Office. 
19-1
LOST: ON MAY 1st on Sidney Whorf, 
Kenloch 2x tele converter lens for 
35mm camero. For reword phone 
656-4153 after7 p.m. 19-1
CSMIND EVENTS
BINGO. K OF P HALL. 8 p.m., every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome. tf
PENINSULA PLAYERS election ol 
officers. May 16, 1977. Tiorie Mutries, 
1583 Mt. Newton X Road., at 7:30 
p.m, 19-1
SIDNEY and North Saanich Garden 
Club meeting. Monday, May 16, 8 
p.m. St. Andrew’s Church Hal), door 
prize, minioture arrangement. 19-1
OPEN HOUSE. Sidney Pre School. 
Wednesdoy. May 11. 1 to 3 p.m. ot 
2410 Malaview Avenue, openings 
available in 3 to 4 year old group. 
19-1
EQUIPMENT. 1971 C7B for ports; 1973 
TD15C for parts: 1965 Hough 70 
Loader; 1972 Massey Skidder 1400 
hours; 1970 C7A skidder. 832-6402, 
Box 1686, Salmon Arm. B.C. 19-1
EQUIPMENT. lOOE INTERNATIONAL 
Crawler 4-ln-l bucket backhoe; 1971 
Ford dump truck; troilor. Sell as unit. 
Opportunity for continuing business 
here. Evenings. 955-2487 Anglernont.
19-1
WATERFRONT
West end of Landsend 
Road, 3 bedrooms, 2 
bat brooms, dcii with 
fireplace, separate dining 
room. Magnificenl view, 
$I.H.(K)t). M1.S24IX)6.
MT. NEWTON X RD.
,1 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
house with spacious living 
room, (lualily eonstruetion 








W3„100, 3 hiWlroonit, I'.i biilln, now 
lloorlno nod cotpoh Monihly 
nialnlnnn(\Lntoo, $35, AW.J1T0, li t
$ooRi'"r.TMoTa7'cu/iiio
tfcj Inl, (woilnoklng Stwiko Hoibmir, 
¥,ut»i ond lulitoyiMcn. Houdy 





jijij acre ircetl lots wilh 
liptjblic watci conneclion in 
f the Peep c ove area.
fiirllicr infoniiiMion
^7''pjjkast* I'wll: ■■
* "llVKy DuTemple 658-8130 
Rrul Esiair Lul.Is*' Sparling
||7'6$6.55H
■ ■■
2 bedroom condoininiuin 
on Dnllatv Road with 
liibulous waiei views, great 
walking area near Deacon 




477.4043 nr 388-4455 
Century 21 
J.D. Ilniiilell l id.
JUST LIS'I ED
Owner leaving town must 
sacrifice this lovely *4 year 
old home with 3-4 
bedrooins, nicely fini.shcd 
basement, could be in-law 
suite, hairdresser shop, etc. 
2 full batbrooms, close 10 
shop.s and scltool. Loaded 
wilh extras. MLS 24189, 
$55,9(M)
2 beUrouin, 6 year liome 
with extra bedroom in 
nicely developed basement 
with tatnily room, 2 






11 M N M n M r A I to It
OUIETCOUNIRY
Well built post ami beam 
lypo home on landscapet 
half acre, In rcsulentiararca 
of North Saanich. Thiee 
hcdioorns on main pins one 
other on lower level. Home 
is completely plastered 
l.arge country style kitchen 
will) slitling glass doors to 
si'indcck. Slate fireplace iit 
hriglii comfoiitthle living 
room. Excellent fiiiitneing 
arrangements. Lisict 





You provide service in o neigh­
borhood areo, getting to know 
people; making now friends and out n 
too. No experience necessary. Call 
Mrs. McCartney. 384-7345. 19-1
COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING Co- 
erdinotor for Vancouver Island cable 
system. Must have previous ox- 
porionco in community progrom- 
ming. capoblo of toking full 
responsibility for programming. Box 
M, Sidney Review, Sidney, D.C. 19-1
RELIABLE BABY SIHER required throe 
days week, two girls. 3 and 6 years 
old. 656-2889. 19-1
WORK WANTED
DUTCH GARDENER iiv.*loblo lor 
Sitlnoy broiitwoocl oroo. Goort work- 
moralrip at roosonablo prico!., All 
phosor. ol gotdoirbrg, Good crow also 
lor lorgor iobs. Coll Ltxi loddors,
32^  It
SIDNEY ROrOVATING, ‘jO 
Rolovolor. I’loinpl couilootrs '.oivict^. 
6S^I7.ia, ll
woi'k'lwANTED ~sVrrb d'^ll. Itoculr,
(.jlultlltu, [tii.v‘.ul, l.l,,)rl»f tind rrtll.
7>S6 S'J57, lO-ll
lootlnr work ptolossloiially door' ol 
I'ortsniHiblo prictis 7,52 211111. cilloi 5 
p m fi52 S'75a. r.MI
GE NiS aFp E N TR yT'* S
oddritoo*, tilitirtilioiis, t'ttbiirrri wrtrk. 
Rt'lorttovtrs. frnri oirlliotiltis, Euro. 
CtoM, 7>5(>-5l57; pfiP-SlCI, Ur ll
VVI NEm YOU -. Sldi'tjy iins 0 |H)W 
iiurllrji. trv'.liiuss. VVt. ....r-l rrir.i 
good, lor tiiir lioirl CtiH ui, now will 
vrill^nuy llniit you bnviJ, OIHSON’S 
Aucrion. tjSfj (iWj, wokIi i.u rtui 
llrirl ouctlori SoL, Mny 21i.L 12 norm, 
Sruii.(bu Mull, Slibtiiy, W I
lFwn mowFF'" rjiroi
.... . : ..................
tivnllnlilti. Slrlnuy, Noilb Suankb, 
tuusonolilri rtilus, f.Sti !>'79S *19 I
FiNOVAi'i'oN?""'-.'-'.
Htindymuit 7i5fi. Ui9ll, 19-1
■■GLORWS WESTERN WAYS'^ July 27th 
to 3t St. Sleep in your R.V. Everything 
else supplied. Reserve early, adults 
only. Glorio Copp, c/o Box 618, 
Merritt, B.C. VOK 2BO, Phone 378- 
5851 or 378-9964. 19-1
EXTRA HEAVY STEEL TANK, approx. 
300 gallons; heavy strawberry plants; 
largo cedar posts; ornoinentol cedar 
trees. 75 cents each. Windows, doors 
and I nsu lot ion. 656-3071, 19-1
GENDRON BABY CARRIAGE, ex­
cellent condition, dork green, canvas 
hood, rnotol bottom, S40. 652-5658. 
19-1
HARMONIUM (Pump Organ). Phone 
656-4996. 19-1
CL70 TRAIL BIKE. 1900 miles, S395; 
also 8 ft, camper, sleeps (our, well 
Insula tod. 656-2496 alter 6 p.m. 19-1
GERRILS, ADORABLE babies, 50 cents 
lo good home, 655-4291. 19-t
SANAM SHARPENING 
Deacon Plaxa, Sidney, 656-1414
Corbido spociollsts, Precision 
Sborponinq ol all corponlor's one! 
homo handyman's tools, skotos, 




13.1 HH PONY, n years old, snofllo 




Com I on able post aiul beam 
lypt' home loeiileil tm one 
mul a lialf iictcs in iis 
naiural stale, Ihroc 
fiieplaee!,, Imge fmriily 
room, Inrgr* liviug room,
large tec tuom, pins den, 
ilining loom and two 
bedrooms,Drive in garage 
plus doitbic carpoit, 
t'ixterior is two inch dressed 
cedar planking, Home is 
practically new and in 
excellent slmpc. Listed 




CHICKS ALLniU,l:DS.tomiil, iBiihotri, 
sixlink pulints, 7', crrnt'i nmh. mritii 
tbirks. $;17i prn hurrdrtnl: rlutkiings, 
goslmgs, luikt.y!,, nit 3112 9I(J7 or 
7.16 6599. 12 10
TWoT(OH$i"'fRAilEF: iJiiOd r,mTd'ijirF^ 











, 656-2427 or 
19-1
of oil klncH, 
huy Of con-
slQHinont, OptiM 7 ^nys. 10*5,30 
Pnfking Sirfmty Nmily Now, Old emd 
AnliquD. 656'3fin, 9?ni rwnrtHd St 
Stditoy ll
























-lUtIRl r'lmRlac*! And Cblmrt*Yf 
-Wnodhitrnlnt) $l6v*i nnd 
CloiBrl Mtnsdnyi
tBIT, CATAMARAN lAIUOAT with 
Irnllot $lt4')() vrill Kikn (itiloiTioblln 
nr trail Imr ntr Irndr* Phrmr. '1117, IHOI 
III vl»w Ol 17-975 Drrumof Avontioin 
Cnirinva liny. 19-1
t"n..................... MOML’Ti'rwwl
trnilftr Tuliy ngnlftctlnl 1971, frrrd 
ISO 4ii4 frulDmollc, rvi^u.ppad It* 
ttirittK*) noilpt, YOilM linilnr , Mrt» 
:l;i6, HriuUon, B C, VOJ 120 (’Iron# 
a«S 7297 19 1
1974 HONDA CIVIC, IJOCiO mllc-k, 
$2,700 or ullfri., ritmri. 656 3016 oHrttf 
6 p.m (9 1
the buyer 
when he is 
purchasing a used car 
privately, warns the 
B.C. Automobile 
Association.
For the quality of 
car you end up with 
will depend very much 
on the homework you 
do ahead of time. 
Certainly what you get 
is not necessarily what 
you have paid for.
The buyer should check 
a IT I M O p r i a 1 e consumer 
reports at a local library for 
the besi models and years to 
hiinl for, says the 
association. Best buys 
would be smaller and newer 
four-door sedans which 
would he most economical 
to operate. Shim cars 
equiiTped with fancy ac­
cessories such as power 
windows and seats, warns 
the club. Hiey lend to be 
ironblc-prone, expensive to 
fix and raise tlte price of tlie 
car. Also bypass ‘‘mnsclc 
cars" wliich hiivc probably 
been Lliivcn liard and avoid 
disconlimicd lines since 
parts could be ilifficull to 
obtain,
Once you have a firm 
itlea of tlie age and make of 
cat yon are iifter, advises 
the BC,’\7\, check its market 
price in local used car ads. 
Remember that you won’t 
necessarily gel a hciicr deal 
Irom a private dealer, He 
also wants as imicli money 
as possible for his vehicli*. 
To proieel yonrsolf, never 
ileal wilh a seller wlio has 
nc* fixed addicss or per­
manent employment.
lo iiarrow yonr choice, 
conduct a personal on-the- 
spot clteck of die vehicle, 
dicn take it for a road test, 
siiggfsis dll’ association, 
Tlicn iMicc yon tire ipiitc 
certain of the vclticle you 
want, take it citlicr to the
nr'-X.A f*M' a ptTTft'swT'HMit
$.10 velliele inspection test 
(if yon are a mcmlH’i) or 
litkc it to a reliable 
meciumic, i he money you 
invest m this point could 
well save yon a $1501) 
mistake,
In haltering witli the 
seller, take cm'c not to 
acccpi any oral prnniis(.’s, 
T he cUib rei.’ornmcnds that 
you have any pioiniscs
written right into the sales 
agreement. Remember the 
second-hand vehicle is 
bought as is. You have no 
recourse once you have 
purchased it unless it has 
been specifically




Ask the owner for garage 
receipts to see if it has been 
maintained regularly. You 
could even ask where it was 
serviced. If the outfit is 
small, you might be able to 
learn about the car’s history 
there. /\sk if the car has 
ever been in a bad accident 
and if .so, how much 
damage was caused. If the 
seller is co-operative in 
answering your quesdons, 
cliances are good he is 
Icgitnuuc,
Keep in mind that any 
used car is going lo lutve 
minor flaws. Wltai you 
want to avoid is a vclticle 
wiiii major mechanical or 
body ptoblcms that will ho 
costly to repair. The BCAA 
suggests you clicck the 
following points:
Inspect the car body by 
scanning along the side of it 
for dents, ripples or signs of 
repainting which might 
indicat recent body work.
Check the finish for 
cracks and blisters behind 
the bumpers, on the doors, 
fenders and rocker panels. 
The metal could be rusting 
Through.
Check the tire tread for 
excessive wear. Four new 
tires would be an expensive 
start. Is there a spare tire 
and is it in good condition?
Do the doors, trunk and 
liood close firmly? Try the 
door lock mechanism and 
window regulator to sec if 
they work. Do the windows 
close completely, leaving no 
room for water seepage.
Clicck for damp carpets 
or a musty, damp smell 
inside the car which could 
indicate a leak of some sort.
Press down eacli corner 
of the vehicle. It should 
come to rest quickly. If it 
keeps bouncing, the shock 
absorbers probably need 
replacing.
l.ook !ii the odometer 
icariing — average is 10,0(H) 
to 12,0(H) miles per year. 
Itnsnic thiti the mileage 
coi rc.spoiuis with llie 





Association for children 
with learning disabilities 
meeiing. May 17 al 8 p.in., 
Centennial United Cluirclt, 
I’anol of Parents will share 
ideas for liciping cltildrcn.
MENU aoimsmr 'spuciai •
lo ntrisy) 511 .«)5..Tn
Cogiiille St. Jacqtm
‘.Mlixxl Amiitnirm IflWIuif1i)r'|i»il*,MSS«*«illim*«h4l (lalW hH -Out
Pht'iH’/inr/roifi Spit
/■lamedOt Your Table
I if\h tm M»i»i
SUNDAY'SPWIAL' 
S'T'Jf/PciwtjiI rfhfitIUlrilOnKinllnwtt C(*(S*l»<)
Ponerhotm ’ 'Old f'axhioned''
RkwwvhUwis Recommended 479-2123
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BILL ’5 WINDO W CLEA NING SERVICE










1-lot Water Heating 
10410 ALL BAY RD. 
SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
I ''‘TIGER LILIES" is one of the water colours by Peggy Day on display at 
Truffles Art Gallery. There are 36 paintings in the
i
show. Her earlier works are of domesticated plants, now she is painting 
wild plants in their natural surroundings. She studied at the Layton 
School of Art in Essex England and the London School of Art. Then, 
before the war, she worked in a commercial art studio doing detail work. 
As well she worked on illustrations for the Eaton’s catalogue. Two of her 
paintings are being exhibited in the travelling Nature Arts Exhibition 
' sponsored by the government. Her husband, Gordon Day, is a well 




Kilchen cobinels. olterotions. 
renovations, furniture.



























•BACK HOE WORK 
•CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING







Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
Quality 
Workmanship 
For people who care
PHONE 656-2945 
SIDNEY




Sdnay, Boli^ CzUufritMO V6L 2X4




Dale Shaw, a Glen 
Meadows Golf Course 
member and local resident, 
was in the money recently,
for the first time since 
joining the Ladies’s 
Professional Golf 
Association tour earlier this
Angler's Angles
The Victoria & Saanich 
Inlet Anglers Association 
held their 25th annual 
spring membership derby 
on Sunday, May 8th, on 
what must have been a 
record for beautiful spring 
days.
Although the winning 
catches did not break any 
records there was a very 
good turnout and the 
presentation of the silver 
rose-bowl trophy, along 
with a Peetz rod and reel 
and several cash prizes Was 
a happy occasion. Winner 
was Alf Joyce with an 11 lb.
2 oz. salmon. Much 
nostalgia while members 
and friends examined the 
medallions on the past 24 
winners; and gasps at the 
1952 winner — a 49 
pounder!
Apologies to readers re 
last week’s error in the 
weight of Howard Ran­
dall’s fish! The type-setter 
deserves a prize for 
providing a whopper of a 
fish story. Sorry, no 150 lb.
around — not even in 1952! 
(No wonder he thought they 
needed an ‘atomic’ lure to 
catch it!)
A 19'/2 lb. salmon was 
caught between 6 and 7 
a.m., off Sheppard Pt. on 
Friday the 6th, and we’re 
just watching a 12 pounder 
being weighed in (Tuesday 
the 10th), which was caught 
about 7 a.m. off Bam- 
berton on strip, wire line 
and planer.
year.
She spoke to her family 
on Towner Park Road, 
Wednesday night, and told 
them she was exhausted 
fom the play and the in­
creased pressure but she 
thought her game was 
improving. Most tour­
naments are three days long 
and there is one each week. 
This is Shaw’s first year in 
the professional tour, as an 
amateur she said she was 
lucky to be able to play tw'O 
tournaments a month.
She is currently in 
Roswell, Georgia and may 
be going with the tour to 
Europe and Japan later in 
theyear.
She, does not expect to 




10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 




















For all your refrigerator, 





Residential • Connmercial 
& Golf Course Construction 




Renovotions & Additions 
Carpentry • Cabinet Making



















Government certified technician 
with 35 yeors experience In 









Re-wirtng, electric hsoUng 
Repairs, Appliance connections









% STEP TO ^ 
1% BETTER HEALTHv^ 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 
No. 102-9861 Third St. 
656-2515
SIDNEY GLASS
ftAorIna Auto & Safety Class 














EARTH AND OTHER PLANETS
TEMPLES OF GOLDEN WISDOM
...AND LOTS MORE...
Every 3rd Saturday of each month,
7:30-9:00 P.M.
-ECKANKAR® 9790 2iid Street.
ECKANKAR®
P.O. Box #3100, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025
B. BUITENDYR
Building Contractor
New Homes & Cabinets. Custom 
build RemodeHIng. Additions and 
Repairs. Reosonable rotes 
Free estimates
PHONE656-49I5
Seeds, F e r 111 i ic r , 








Interior & Exterior 
Service with a smile 
656-1449 









Disposal Field Designs 





Fast and courteous 
service with reasonable 
















For the Penlniulo, phone
K. Strieker 
A. Lowen 
Fur Free E.stima(cs 
656-4836 656-4462
Steve's Landscaping 
Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor.














For Specialist in 







Quality painting ® 
Interior Exterior houses 





R.J. Grundison O.D. 
R.F. Jeune O.D. 
R.J. Scholefield O.D. 
Canterbury Court














S tori; HOURS: 
WEEKDAYS: «:.30-6:0(1 
FRIDAY: 8:.30-9:00 
SUNDAY: 1(>:00 - .S;IM)
2531 BEACON AVE.



















LarKttcopIng ■ Conlrocllng 
For that imoll job 
thol naadt lolt of powor
656-I7I6
TURKEY 












NEW I ROM BURNS
BACON GRILL $EB. 1 19
CALIFORNIA
LETTUCE EA.19
MANN, MOITAON, l-MSINH If I IV
I I H HI ll L t I M H H tt ( HI L I tsiv
CHIROPRACTOR





4-whecl drive machine, 
loader, roiovalor, 
mowers and general 
hauling. Wc have ex- 
celleni niunouverabilily, 













Automotic Oil Dallvarloe 
Imaryancy Sarvica 
Comprahanalva Porta Protactlon 
[quol Monthly Bllllnot 
From Victoria
Poymanta at any local Bonk 




















































ROY’S ALLBAY MARINESKliyiCES LTD. 
22.38 Harbour Rd. • Sidney 
656-7023
O.W.C. I tK.lory Aultwriiad RapalrShop. Johnion -EvlniudB Oulboardi 
O M.C, Slum Dilvua. tiUu VOLVO nod WoiiKoalww tloiii dilv«i Honda 
ori(j Snaoull oulbonrda,
YUEJOAV TO lATUROAVl I o.m.. * p.m,
Sidney Carpet Cleaning
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 



















Ii5^5732 ,.ur . 385.3,542 
(24Hr».) 
Free ediinitt let
Custom Made Furniture Re*Uphel$teiy
Drapery Carpeto
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Save ferry letters urged
Peninsula residents are 
being asked to write save- 
the-ferry letters to the 
Washington Toll Bridge 
Authority which runs the 
Sidney-Anacortes ferry. ,













save the run Sidney 
Chamber of Commerce 
president Henry Vissers 
said he thinks this is the best 
chance of saving the ser­
vice.
Some local shops get as 
much as 90 per cent of their 
summer business from the 
tourist trade.
Almo.st half the summer 
passengers stop at least 
briefly in Sidney on their 
way to Victoria and some 
make the peninsula their 
destination.
Decision on the fate of 
the run will be announced 
May 24 at a meeting when 
Governor Dixy Lee Ray will 
hear a financial report on 
the ferry system and decide 
whether to cancel the 
Sidney run.
The vessel, currently used 
on the run, is needed on a
We Buy And Sell Everything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture 
Appliances, TcksIs, What Have You
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
Seattle area route and 
Governor Ray has called 
the Sidney run “a luxury we 
can no longer afford.’’
“We have to rely upon 
letters because we are not 
allowed to make 
representation to the May 
24 meeting. Writing is our 
only hope,’’ said Vissers.
Those wishing to write 
can address their letters to 
A.A. Andreas, Executive 
Secretary, Toll Bridge 





Sidney Knights of 
Pythias have organized a 
nine mile walkathon 
scheduled May 22 to raise 
funds for an ambulift 
which will be donated to 
Saanich peninsula hospital.
The lift facilitates 
movement of handicapped 
persons into and out of 
baths as well as movements 
into and out of beds.
Those interested in taking 
part in the drive to raise the 
$2,000 necessary to pur­
chase the machine can pick 
up entry forms at The 













CENTRAL SAANICH FIRE AND AM­
BULANCE Volunteers and police attending a 
two-car collision at Wallace Drive and Stelly’s 
X Road at 3:10 p.m. Monday, May 2. 
Although badly shaken up by the accident,
four passengers in one car hit in the rear 
fender were not seriously injured and were 
released after emergency treatment at Rest 
Haven Hospital. (Photo by: Gordon Ewan)
Imported Foods Fresh AAeot
OPEN 9-9 7 DAYS A WEEK
Under new management
COLLIMS MARKET
AMITY DRl VE&PATBAYH WY.
Mafor N.S. development proposofs
NOW OPEN 
■ Ali Day SUNDAY
12:0© noon to S p.m.
NBW SUMMEP HOURS; MON.-THURS. 11:30-8:00
FRI. & SAT., 11:30-9:00 
SUN., 12:00-8:00
"PROBABLY THE BEST"
Two large development 
proposals were tabled by 
North Saanich committee 
A, until a community plan 
had been provided to 
determine how the 
proposals fit in.
John Bovey representing 
■plyad Investment Cor­
poration and Pemberton 
Homes Ltd. appeared 
before committee to have 
preliminary discussions 
about the separate 
proposals.
The first proposal was 
centred on Canoe Cove, it 
included: a parkade for 
ferry parking,, ten large 
homes, town house clusters, 
a sewage treatment plant, 
and a possible motel.
The second proposal, 
from Pemberton Holmes 
Ltd., was for the 
Kingswood property. They 
proposed the 300 acres be 
used as a farm with 80 
homes. Under the Strata
NEW STORE HOURS: DAILY
WEST SMNICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office




RUMP 01 BARON OF BEEF 




CLUB or SIRLOIN STEAKS
nGRADE 'A' BEEF
NEW YORK STEAKS
GRADE 'A' BEEF (Boneless)
FILET MIGNON STEAKS
^3GRADE 'A' BEEF (Boneless)
I imM kOM <
DETERGENT MUSHROOM - TA,
PALMOLIVE 24 oz. Bottle M Q ^ SOUP 10oz.Tms 4/9'9
VEIVEETA CHEESE »
KRAFT l lb. Pkg. -
DOG FOOD
Large Tins, 25 OZ. 3 / ©9
GARBAGE BAGS bleach q fkt
TIE 26x36, Pkg. of 10 WHITE MAGIC 128 oz. Jug ||9
GOOkTeS “''“s  . .
Choc. Chip, Oatmeal or
Oatmeal Chips, 16 oz. Bag Cl v
•MHW fW MM MMM MM NMMI MMMM MNM M4MM MMM MWM MMfM mMM WMII tmm MMM «
INSTANT COFFEE
M.J.B. 10 OZ. Jar ^
ssessMik emsmm tMosuem mimi MMMH IUMI MMMl MMM MMHRI WNM »M
|29
GRAPEFRUIT
PINK, 4»’s , 3^1,59"
CUCUMBERS
LONG ENGLISH 3 FOR ^ ]1^00
CABBAGE MB MNk. A CELERY lf|19i 3®'® EACH ifgt
Titles Act the land would be 
a single entity with each 
home having one acre of 
exclusive use land around it 
and the rest of the land 
would be farmed as much" 
as possible. The open space 
remaining would serve as 
park area possibly with
riding trails over it.
Bovey said it was 
designed for “people who 
like the idea of hobby farms 
but not the work”.
Council voted to hold 
both plans until a com­
munity plan is arrived at.
FLOATS THIS YEAR
There will be floats at the 
Beacon Avenue wharf this 
summer but there is no 
telling if they will still be 
there next year, according 
to information produced at 
Monday night’s Sidney 
council meeting.
In a letter to municipal 
administrator Geoff Logan, 
W. Parkinson, manager of 
the small craft harbours
branch of the pacific region 
of environment Canada, 
said “The future of these 
floats is still under con­
sideration.”
Parkinson said the floats 
will definitely be returned 
to the Beacon Avenue 
wharf for the 1977 summer 
season but could give no 
assurance as to next year.
1975 Chevy Blazer 4x4 with only 20,713 miles. Hooked to a 23 'A Kustom Koach 
trailer with factory air conditioning, bath, shower, toilet, large fridge, furnace, 
water pressure sytem, etc. Immaculate condition.
Complete Package $11980.00
Chess Enterprises Ltd
2360 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.
D#01759A
Every Doy L©w Prices of
CASHWAY LUMBER
FENCING
To onjoy the prlvocy of your own yard
4 RAIL RANCHER
48" high ” all moterlolj 6 ll. rgh cedar 
posts, 1x6 rgh codor boards, galv. noils
Only, lln. It,.............. ......... ................95
48" GOOD NEIGHBOUR 
FENCE
6 ll. 4x4 rgh cedar posts, 1x8 ■ 4 ll. 
Ixiords, 2x4 rolls, goW. noils. $1 29 
Only, lln, It........ ............................. , . 1
3 RAIL RANCHER
48" high, 6 It, 4x4 rgh cedar posts, 1x8 
rgh codor boards, golv. noils.
Only, lln. ll.................. ..............95^
48" PICKET FENCE
6 ft., 4x4 rgh cedar posts. 2x4 roils, 1x4 




Oood quality, oil base, 3 colours, brown, 
greenond gold. Saqo
Only, gal...................... ......................
Point up lor spring. Two groat buys.
PinSBERG INTERIOR %m\ GLOSS LATEX
Only.gol.,.................... ...................... O




A 9.«iloc.»ion lor oil pollen, gorden wcilk ond nid*walk»,
PLAIN FINISH PEBBLE FINISH
The answer lor sun deck cooling, one 
coot application, long lasting waterproof
..................... ‘14“
Bring In your lutxieck moosurements lor 
o complete cost. Will lost lor years.
9x8x16, only . . ................... 38* 2x12x24, only.......... ’1”
9x19x19, only........ .. 55* 2x16x16, only ....................... ’1«
2x19x16, only .......................... .. 72* 2x20x20, only...................... . . . . . 'l'>
2-3,'llX 19x24, only. . ,, , .............. 2x24x24, only ... ’2”
2,3/8x10x20, only. -. ................ .., 98* DIAMOND PAHERN
2-3/8x12.24, only ,. ............... , , ‘1“ 2x12x24, only ....................... $119
2'3,'11x16x24, only.., ,,,.....,,,
„*P
2x24 x 24, only ................ ..
2-3/8x94x24, only........... . •2“ EXPOSED AGGREGATE






PATIO SUBS 2-3/0x20x30, only............... ’2"
For a detorollvo design. 65* .*3**Only, enth .................................. 2-3/8x24x24, only..............
CEILING TILE
Plain while, , 
12x19,64 iq.lt, 
carton, only ,,.. 
16x16, 64 sq, It, 




Tile patterns. Skylark and Fliiurtex.
IIQSO







For your potto, pro cut and partially 
ossombled, kiln dried spruce, j.
Only............ ..... .......................
A must lor every homo.
‘19”
Z-BRICK
For Interior decorating, Ideal do ll 
yoursoll project. Rustic rod, smoko, bull, 
grey, carton covors, 6-8 sq. fl. SqZ9 
Only, carton .............................  0
Z-BRICK CEMENT
while and block, rog. $11,20 gol. JftZg 
For only, gol.......................   »l
P.V.C. CORRUGATED 
ROOF PANELS
Crool lor gtoonhousos, sundocks, 4 
colours, whilo, green, yellow, door 
Only, per ponol................................... £,
CORRUGATED 
FIBREGLASS PANELS
For long lolling beauty, door, green, 
yellow, white.




No. 1 fence grode.
4' »' 6' O' UV
... 64' 80' 96' ’1“ ’1“
... 84' >l« >1»'l« >2"




13"x%"ploin, only. ..... — ..... 1.
*1*»WaVv( lilijivvMt uMly '> 4
PRE HUNG DOORS
Inletirii nnil exterlnr entmnrii doer, tel 
Ul quote you on all your requirements, 









. . . . 39’
79*
1x3, Com, S4S, lln. ,.... 
1x4, Com,, S4fi, lln, I...
1x6, Com., SiSilln..........
2x3,6 It, shorts, eo........
9x3, 7 ll. ♦hciils, ea,___
4x4, 6 ll. lliMt Ili iliM, t <, , 
9x4,92,1/4 utility studs.
Time lo rerool your home?
ASPHALT SHINGLES
9101b,, solf'iaallng Variety ol colors, 
Periquoie(l00iq, It,),*21**
ROLLED ROOFING
90lb. mlnerol surloced. {ASS
(lOOsq, ll. rgh,) .......................... ,. U
ROLLED ROOFING
. . . . . . . . *8’*WlbKMiq. It,, roll
2x2 CLEAR CEDAR
lot ilKii poriiciilar lob. 
Only, lln, It................... 24*
FIR PLYWOOD SPECIALS
Gnml nrve side. 4x8.
1/4 1/9 .3/4











For tniorlor ond exterior IlnUh, excolleni 
gmde,
1x4, lin.li, .V.............,10
1x6, lln,It........ .. 28*
1x8 Spruce Rough Faced 
CHANNEL SIDING
. . . . . . . ,,,22*Only, lln, It.,
2x6 Utility Fir T & G 
DECKING
Only, lln, It..........  ....................  18
CEDAR BEVEL SIDING
7/(lxl0 rough I(ic«m.I suburhein grrxlo, n 
good vnlun lot oil jobs, ’)A4
Only, lie. h
500 lln, (l, or mote, lln. 18*
WHITE UND.SCAPE ROCK
Crushed, loro variety ol uses. {«||f 
60lh, bon, only , , , , 1
ROUND NOSE SHOVEL
Gaiden speciol, long hotxlle' (,am*i''
ic?i ■
Only ............................. .......... i 3
CASHWAY LUMBER 9764 FIFTH STREET 656»ri25
